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Abstract
We formulate and investigate here the response of cylindrically laminated rods and shells
to dynamic point sources by means of the cylindrical thin layer method. We verify our
developments by comparing our numerical solution with exact analytical formulations for
some benchmark problems. We then proceed to study the characteristics of waves in
cylindrical shells, solving the characteristic equations in an ad-hoc, local curvilinear
coordinate system. This local coordinate system allows us to obtain synthetic seismograms
(or signatures) to point sources acting within the cylindrically layered medium. We first
assess the dispersion characteristics as well as the modal shapes of the natural modes of
wave propagation in the local system, which reveals that the motion components consist
of weakly coupled SV-P and SH waves. These observation leads us to an effective
approximate method to calculate the response of cylindrical shells to normal point sources
by means of a Hankel transform along the helical direction of wave propagation instead of
the usual double Fourier transform over axial and azimuthal wavenumbers. Finally, we
compare synthetic seismograms for the fully coupled system equations with those for flat
plates so as to determine the effects of curvature on the response. We also assess the
accuracy of the seismograms obtained by means of the approximate method based on
decoupled SV-P and SH waves.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Analysis of elastic bodies for dynamic effects elicited by point excitations (or sources) is
one of the fundamental and difficult problems in mechanics. The solutions for these
problems are usually referred to as the Green's functions, or fundamental solutions, which
constitute the stepping stone necessary to analyze and understand the dynamic response of
those same systems to more general kinds of loads. For instance, by combining the
fundamental solutions with the method of images, we could obtain exact solutions to
problems that would otherwise be very difficult to solve directly from the governing
equations. Another example would be to use the Green's functions to accomplish
theoretical simulations of the impact-echo method, which is widely used to assess the
integrity and presence of defects in structural systems, composite materials, and so on. In
this study, we obtain the Green's function for point sources in cylindrically laminated,
anisotropic rods and shells, which we model and analyze fully in three dimensions. For this
purpose, we apply the Thin Layer Method, which is a versatile and efficient technique for
the dynamic analysis of layered media such as sedimentary soils or rocks, laminated flat
plates, and layered fluids.
Solutions to problems involving wave propagation in laminated rods and cylindrical shells
find application in the analysis of tunnels, fluid tanks, nuclear plants, water supply systems,
bore-holes for seismic exploration, and many more. These structures are often composed
of layers of different laminated materials, which may be modeled and analyzed as
cylindrically laminated media. These can be analyzed best by means of the thin layer
method, which provides an effective and accurate numerical solution.
In this study, we determine the types of waves that can propagate in laminated rods -- the
natural modes of wave propagation-- and then apply those results to obtain the three
dimensional response to point sources at some arbitrary location. While well-known
methods exist that could, at least in principle, be used to achieve this objective, in practice
these methods fail because of their prohibitive computational cost. Therefore, we develop
and implement here an alternative method based on the thin layer method so as to obtain
the response to point sources in rods and shells. We also demonstrate this strategy by
means of examples of practical interest.
1.1 Background
Three dimensional problems in elastodynamics are usually complicated and
computationally expensive to solve. For this reason, three dimensional media are often
modeled and analyzed in only two dimensions, while making appropriate simplifications
and reasonable assumptions about the geometry and the loading conditions. Lamb's
problem on the response of an elastic half space to a suddenly applied line load is a good
example: while the body is three-dimensional, the applied line load renders the boundary
conditions on the surface to be two-dimensional. On the other hand, the problems of
Kelvin, Stokes, Boussinesq, and Mindlin, which deal with point sources in elastic media,
are intrinsically three-dimensional, and are thus much more complicated to solve. In this
study, we deal with point sources in laminated rods and shells, where both the load and the
geometry demand a full three dimensional analysis.
Kausel [1986,1994] presented a formulation of the thin layer method in the time domain
so as to analyze the response of unbounded laminated flat plates subjected to point
sources. In a nutshell, this method is as follows:
* start from the governing wave equations in the spatial-temporal domain.
* discretize one of the spatial directions (the direction of layering) by means of the finite
element method.
* cast the discretized equations in the frequency-wavenumber domain.
* formulate a linear real-valued eigenvalue problem in the frequency variable, which
yields the natural modes of wave propagation.
* carry out an analytical integration over frequencies.
* carry out numerically a Hankel (or Fourier) transform over wavenumbers.
This process gives an effective and accurate solution to the problem of transients in
layered media, i.e., to the determination of the Green's functions due to impulsive loads. In
the case of flat plates with transverse isotropy, the eigenvalue problem referred to
previously reduces to two smaller, uncoupled eigenvalue problems which yield,
respectively, the generalized Rayleigh (SV-P) and Love (SH) wave propagation modes.
This decoupling simplifies considerably the solution. However, in our case, the presence of
the curved surface introduces a complication in that it couples the modes when the
direction of propagation of the waves does not coincide with one of the principal
coordinate directions (e.g. helical waves). For this reason, Kausel's Hankel transform
method as is not strictly applicable to our problem of point loads on a shell. However, by a
suitable adaptation of this method with the fully coupled modes, we do obtain here an
efficient solution to the problem of point sources on shells, which allows us to avoid the
computational intractability entailed by a double integration over wavenumbers.
1.2 Scope
The purpose of this study is to analyze the dynamic response of laminated rods and
cylindrical shells to point excitations by means of the thin layer method. To attain this
objective, we first formulate the thin layer method in cylindrical coordinates and compare
the natural modes of wave propagation predicted by our model with the results of other
studies. Thereafter, we extend the method so as to determine the Green's functions for
impulsive point sources.
In chapter 2, we formulate the cylindrical thin-layer method, and show both analytical and
numerical comparisons with other studies. We assume our rods to be cylindrically layered,
locally homogeneous and anisotropic, linearly elastic media. This formulation parallels
Kausel's thin layer method [1994], except that we use cylindrical coordinates. For
verification, we compare our discretized partial differential equations for laminated rods
with those for flat layers for the limiting case of an infinite radius. This comparison
confirms that the behavior of a cylindrical shell whose radius is large in comparison to its
thickness is almost the same as that of a flat plate with the same thickness. For added
verification, we obtain an analytical solution to the eigenvalue problem for a homogeneous
solid rod, which compares favorably with the numerical results obtained with our method.
Finally, we also compare our numerical results with those published by Herrmann [1969],
and again, the comparison shows that our method works well.
In chapter 3, we investigate the characteristics of waves in laminated rods when their
direction of propagation changes from a purely axial direction z to a purely azimuthal
direction 0. This analysis leads us to two significant observations. First, we observe that
when we transform the displacement vectors in cylindrical coordinates to displacement
vectors in an ad-hoc, local curved coordinate system on the shell, the SV-P and SH modes
become nearly uncoupled. Secondly, we also notice that the phase velocities for a given
propagation mode change only gradually and in an elliptic fashion with their direction of
propagation. These two properties are the fundamental basis of our method for
synthesizing transients on the cylindrical shell.
In chapter 4, we calculate the dynamic responses in laminated rods to normal point
excitations using the developed thin layer method. Based on the investigation in chapter 3,
we apply a Hankel transform instead of the Fourier transforms. We analyze several
examples so as to compare the wave behaviors in cylindrical shells with flat plates by
solving the full system equation. In addition, we solve the same problem by using the
reduced system equation, which is based on the observation in section 3.5.
1.3 Historical background
An inclusive and comprehensive study of wave propagation in cylindrically laminated rods
is required to analyze and understand the dynamic behaviors of structures such as tunnel
liners, cased boreholes, lifelines for oil/gas or water, cladded fiber optic cables for data
transmission, and so on. The origins of the discipline dealing with wave propagation in
rods dates back to the middle of last century.
Pochhammer [1876] and Chree [1889] developed the frequency equations for waves in
infinite rods. Davies [1948] studied various aspects of longitudinal waves in rods. From
1950s to 1960s, there was much interest on the detailed analysis of cylindrical shells.
Herrmann and Mirsky [1956] studied the frequencies and phase velocities of axially
symmetric free vibrations in an elastic, isotropic, circular cylinder of medium thickness,
based on the three dimensional linear theory of elasticity as well as several different shell
theories. Gazis [1959] obtained a characteristic equation appropriate to the circular hollow
cylinder by use of the Helmholtz potentials for arbitrary values of the physical parameters.
Armenakas, Gazis, and Herrmann [1969] published a book that includes a self-contained
treatment of the problem of propagation of plane harmonic waves along a hollow circular
cylinder, within the framework of the three dimensional theory of elasticity. They also
provided in this book a set of tables of frequencies of free vibration, dispersion curves, and
associated mode shapes. Feit [1970] obtained an alternate representation of the radial
response to point excitations which converges with only few terms in the high frequency
regime by means of a Watson transformation.
On the other hand, there have been many researches concerned with coupled fluid-solid
systems. Biot[1952] dealt with the axisymmetric propagation of unattenuated elastic
waves in an infinitely long, fluid-filled cylindrical borehole in an elastic material.
Greenspon [1961] treated the free and forced vibrations of fluid-loaded, infinitely long,
thick, and thin cylindrical shells. These theories and results are applicable to many
problems concerning the synthesis of seismograms in boreholes.
The thin layer method was first used by Lysmer [1970] to study seismic Rayleigh waves in
layered media. Later on, Waas [1972] obtained the characteristic equations directly from a
variational formulation by extending the method of Lysmer. The most fundamental
advance to the thin layer method was made by Kausel [1981], who applied the method to
obtain the response of a layered system of finite depth to concentrated sources acting
within the medium. In his study, he provided the most general framework for handling
loads with arbitrary spatial-temporal characteristics via Fourier and Hankel transforms. On
the base of this work, Kausel and Peek[ 1982] presented the Green's functions for point
sources of various types which now lie at the heart of numerous programs and procedures
for the analysis of wave motion in layered media. More recently, Kausel further extended
his method to the analysis of arbitrary anisotropic layered media, both in the frequency
domain [1986] and in the time domain [1994].
Chapter 2. Thin-layer method for cylindrically layered media
2.1 Introduction
The cylindrical thin-layer method is formulated for the analysis of wave propagation in
anisotropic, laminated cylindrical shells using cylindrical coordinates. For this formulation,
the wave equation is reduced to a set of partial differential equations that have been
discretized along the radial direction by means of the finite element method. Fourier
transforms and assemblage of all the discretized equations result in a system of equations
in the frequency-wavenumber domain. To obtain nontrivial solutions of the system of
equations, we need to solve an eigenvalue problem in the frequency variable, which is a
linear real-valued problem on the assumption that the constitutive matrix is symmetric and
positive-definite. Solving this eigenvalue problem, we can use modal superposition to
obtain the analytical response expressions in the time-wavenumber domain. Finally, the
numerical transformations over wavenumbers yield the responses to point excitations on
the surfaces of cylindrical shells. The above process is similar to the thin-layer method for
flat layers formulated in Cartesian coordinates.
To verify the proposed method, three comparisons are presented. The first one is a
comparison with the thin-layer method for flat layers, based on the fact that a hollow
cylinder with a large radius relative to its thickness behaves like an infinite plate. The
second comparison deals with the analytical eigenvalue problem of a solid rod, which is
derived in this study. The last one is with the results for thick shells published by
Herrmann[1969].
2.2 Wave equation in cylindrical coordinates
The wave equation and boundary conditions needed to describe and specify the behavior
of an infinite cylindrical lamina are developed herein. The boundary conditions are
prescribed on the inner and outer radial surfaces of each thin-layer. The material is
assumed to be anisotropic. At the end of this section, we will have obtained, using matrix
methods, the wave equation for anisotropic media, and also for isotropic media so as to
verify the proposed method.
2.2.1 Wave equation for cylindrically anisotropic media
Consider an infinitely long hollow cylinder which is composed of linear elastic,
homogeneous, and anisotropic layers as shown in fig. 2.2.1. The dynamic equilibrium
equation, the stress-strain relation, and the strain-displacement relation at any point in the
medium are expressed by
Lo + b = p ii (2.2.1)
a = De (2.2.2)
z = Lu (2.2.3)
In the above equations, p is the mass density, and
o = [r ro U, ToZ ,, r fro] = the stress tensor
b = [br b' b ]T = the body load vector
(2.2.4a)
(2.2.4b)
(2.2.4c)
(2.2.4e)
= the displacement vector
o 6z Yz Yrz 7 ,oT = the strain tensor
d12
d22
d32
d42
d52
d62
d13
d23
d33
d43
d53
d63
Oz
£ 1£
£z r £9
d15,
d35
d45
d55,
d65
dz
£r
d16
d26
d36
= constitutive matrix (symmetric!) (2.2.4f)d4,
d66,
1 £
rd9
£ 1
= diff. operator for strain (2.2.4g)
Or r
U = [Ur U UZ
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d 1
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d51
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Figure 2.2.1 Laminated anisotropic cylindrical shell
dz
£ 1£
Oz r 89
1 0
rdO
d 2
+-, = diff. operator for stress(2.2.4h)Or r
£ 1
- +
Or r
A superscript Tin the above equations denotes a transposed vector or matrix, and the
double dot indicates the second derivative with respect to time. Substituting eqs. (2.2.2)
and (2.2.3) into eq. (2.2.1), we obtain the wave equation in cylindrical coordinates:
(2.2.5)
On the other hand, the differential operators L and L can be written as
9 1 9 1L, = L +L- +L -+L -
1£0 1L = L + L - + L +L2-
dr r z r
1
Lr= ,L o =
1
1.
.1
*1
1,L 1
It follows that the expansion of the product LT, D L, is of the form
L DLg= r 1
r 0
+LTzL +L 1
Oz r
D (I +L 1 +L
r 0
which after expansion yields
£ 1
-r r
Or r
L Ta,=< -
1
r
1 8
r£5O
L, D Lu + b = p ii
L 2
(2.2.6a)
(2.2.6b)
-1g
(2.2.6c-g)
2 1
2
+Lzdz r)
(2.2.7a)
d2  1 0 2 d2
LrDL=  D +D +D +dr2 r2 O2 zz 2
1 d2 d2 92
+ (Dr + DOr + (D + D) - + (D0 + Dr)
(2.2.7b)
" (D2r + Dr) 1 + (D2 Dr +D D 1 2r2-- r2 go
+(D22 + D,,) + (D21 -Dr Ir 0z r 2
The material matrices D,8 are defined by
Daf = L D L, a,fl = r, 0, z (2.2.8)
which are presented in Appendix I. These matrices depend only on the material
properties, and can be readily evaluated for any anisotropic medium. It should be noted,
however, that these equations assume that the constitutive properties are not a function of
0, so the material is assumed to have cylindrical symmetry. An example is the case of a
wooden log. Substituting eqs. (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) into eq. (2.2.5), we obtain the general
wave equation for an anisotropic solid in cylindrical coordinates.
2.2.2 Boundary conditions
To assemble the discretized equations in the thin-layer method, we need the boundary
conditions which relate the force equilibrium between the internal stresses and the external
tractions at each cylindrical interface. Fig. 2.2.2 shows the boundary conditions. The
internal stresses in any cylindrical surface have three components and can be written in the
vector form as
S =[ Or ,rO T rz = LT o = L D L. u (2.2.9a)
Application of eq. (2.2.8) to eq. (2.2.9a) yields then,
s= Dr + Dr + D, + D I- u (2.2.9b)S r r 8 r z r]
These matrices are given in Appendix I.
Finally, the boundary conditions with prescribed external tractions t are of the form
t -s = 0 (2.2.10)
Figure 2.2.2 Boundary conditions
with s, being the vector of internal stresses at the boundary with normal v. For an inner
cylindrical boundary s, = -s, while for an outer cylindrical boundary s, = s, with s given
in either case by eqs. (2.2.9).
2.2.3 Wave equation for isotropic media
A special case of eq. (2.2.5) can be written for an isotropic medium. In this case, the
elements of the constitutive matrix in eq. (2.2.4f) are reduced to
d,, =d 22 =d 33 = A +2G
d12 = d3 =d 23 = (2.2.11)
d = d5, =d66 = G
All other elements di are zero. The wave equation in the isotropic medium is then of the
form
2A+2G o2 G e1 2 G e2
G 7 +. A+2G r 2 + G 2 z 2
L G G A +2GJ
+ A+G 1 + -2 + 2+rr 2A+G rz +G
+ 2G +2G
1 1 8 1
+1 G - + - - - - - G
r Or r z r2
G (+G -3G
++ +3G r 2C7 u+b=pii
(2.2.12)
The eigenvalue problem, i.e., the frequency equation corresponding to eq. (2.2.12) will be
solved analytically by means of a Fourier transforms together with Bessel functions later
on in this chapter. For verification, the obtained eigenvalues will be compared with those
obtained numerically by means of the cylindrical thin-layer method.
2.2.4 Wave equation for a cross-anisotropic medium
The elements of the constitutive matrix for a cross-anisotropic (transversely isotropic)
material are
d22 = d33 = A + 2G
d 23 = d 32 = A
d44 = G
d,, = 2, + 2G,
d12 = d21 = d13 = d31 = t
d55 = d66 = G
in the isotropic plane (9- z plane)
in the transverse direction (radial direction)
(2.2.13)
All other elements d
. 
are zero. Consequently, the wave equation in the cross-anisotropic
medium is as follows:
1 r 2A+2G r Gt - e2G
SA+2G 
2
12, + G, - 1 2
- --- +
r drd8
S 2, + G,
+ 2Gt
G --- +
r dr
2G - * 1G
t r2
A+G -- +
2+G r
2At -A A+
r dz
t G, --
2 +2G+G
-(2+2G+Gt) 1 9 I
u+b=pii
r 2 ego
At +2Gt
+ At +Gt
o 2 G,
Sdr2
7, -
(2.2.14)
2t, + G, 2
2Or z
drdz
2.3 Cylindrical thin-layer method
The cylindrical thin-layer method is formulated by means of the principle of virtual work
and the discretization of the wave equation along the radial direction. In other words, the
virtual work done by residual forces is considered, and a linear interpolation is employed
to obtain the discretized equations. Finally, assembling all discretized equations, we obtain
a system of partial differential equations.
To verify this formulation, all the coefficient matrices of a cylindrical thin layer are
compared with those for flat thin layers. This verification is based on the fact that a hollow
cylinder whose radius is large when compared to its thickness behaves like an infinite, flat
plate.
2.3.1 Formulation of cylindrical thin-layer method
In the cylindrical thin-layer method, the physical cylindrical layers of an anisotropic hollow
cylinder are divided into sub-layers that are thin in the finite element sense. The number of
sub-layers depends on the interpolation order m chosen for the cylindrical thin-layer
formulation. Thus, the thin layers are generally more numerous than the actual physical
layers. Accordingly, the dimension of the system of discretized equations also depends on
the total number of sub-layers and the order of interpolation.
We cut out an individual cylindrical thin-layer from the whole system as shown in fig.
2.3.1, and consider it as a free body in space. Depending on the order of interpolation, this
thin layer may contain in turn sublayers which can be labeled with indices, 1, 1 + 1, • • ,
1+ m (from the inner layer to the outer surface). We also apply two external tractions t
and t,,, so as to preserve the dynamic equilibrium of this free body. We approximate the
displacement field within a cylindrical thin-layer by means of an interpolation
u=NU (2.3.1)
I+m
Figure 2.3.1 Individual cylindrical thin-layer
where N is a matrix containing the interpolation polynomials, and U is a column vector
composed of the interface displacement vectors
U = uT u .1  ul ]T (2.3.2)
In the following, we will restrict our attention to a linear interpolation only (m = 1).
Therefore, the column vector U and the interpolation matrix N are of the form
U=[u u T ]T  (2.3.3)
N=-[(1 - )I (1 + )I] (-1 < 1) (2.3.4)2
where I is the 3 x 3 identity matrix, q= (r -rm), h = r+
, - r = thickness of a thin-layer,
and rm = (r, + r,+,)= radius of the thin-layer's mid-surface. Eq. (2.3.1) can be rewritten in
the following form
u NU =I[(1- )I (1+ o)I] u (2.3.5)2 u1+
where
u1 =[ur uB u] and u+, = [u+' uo' u+! T
Eq. (2.3.5) represents a partial discretization of the displacement field, namely one in the
layering direction, which in this case is the radial direction. This discretized displacement
field is not an exact solution to the given wave equation. Thus when substituted into both
the wave eq. (2.2.5) and into the boundary conditions (2.2.10), the displacement
expansion (2.3.1) does not identically satisfy equations (2.2.5) and (2.2.10). Therefore, in
the sense of the finite element method, residual body forces w = w(r, 9, z, t) and the
residual boundary tractions q = q(r, 9, z, t) are introduced as unbalanced forces:
L, DL, u+b - p ii=w (2.3.6a)
t -s = q (2.3.6b)
The method of weighted residuals requires that the virtual work done by the residual
forces w and q as a result of the virtual displacement Su within the elementary volume
dV= r dr dOdz and on the boundary surface dS= r ddz of a cylindrical thin-layer be
zero, i.e.,
[ u q, r + 3ul,+ 1 .' r,+ +  u' wrdr ddz = 0 (2.3.7)
In above eq. (2.3.7), the first two terms represent the virtual work performed by the
residual tractions q on the inner and outer boundaries of a cylindrical thin-layer. The
integration term that follows corresponds to the virtual work done by the residual body
forces w. In eq. (2.3.7), there is no term associated with internal stresses along the two
boundaries which are parallel to the radial direction, i.e., dS = r dOdr dS = dr dz; the
reason is that their virtual work cancels identically with the work of the equal and opposite
stresses acting on neighboring elementary volumes. Substituting equations. (2.3.5) and
(2.3.6) into eq. (2.3.7) and canceling out dOdz, we obtain
3ult rz +Sultz, +rt, +SU' Nrbrdr = U' 'N' Nprdr}
(2.3.8)
-SU'T+N' L DL, Nrdr U- Iust r +usT+ S+rtl
When we require this expression to be valid for arbitrary variations SU, we obtain the
dynamic equilibrium equation for a cylindrical thin-layer of the following form
[P 1 NTN id'l 1F -L DL r u 1 rN - iUl
Pl1  J ,+{ N Nprdr i + L J _ {J' NILDLNrdr L (2.3.9)
P1+1 _'' U1+1- LrDLrl+lju+l [.r U1+I
The left hand side is the vector of the consistent external tractions p acting on the sub-
layers interfaces which are the resultant of the interface tractions t and body loads b. On
the other hand, the right hand side contains the inertial loads as well as the elastic loads of
deformation. Calculation of the above eq. (2.3.9) with the chosen interpolation
polynomials and the material constitutive matrix yields
92U 32U g2U dU dUP = M l0 - A 2 Aa A B 0 BZ +GU (2.3.10)
wherez tz 0 e z
where
P = [p p] (2.3.11)
M = {* N'Nprdr} (2.3.12)
AO, {=+I NDNdr (2.3.13a)
A = (fI+N(D + DO)Ndr} (2.3.13b)
Azz = {1 NTDNrdr4 (2.3.13c)
B =' N'DVN'drJ - jr+'NDN'dr (2.3.14a)
+ J+1 " N(Do, - D )Ndr}
B = N'+' N DzrN'rdr} - J'+' NT DN' rdrJl r:" (2.3.14b)
+ {I+1 N(D, z - Dl)Ndr}
G = jri+1 N"D,N'rdr} + Ii [N'DrIN + NTDIrN']dr} (2.3.15)
- {r N' (D 2 1 - Dr1)Ndr}
with N' = - N = -[-I I]. Notice that the M, A , and G matrices are symmetric,
while the B, matrices are anti-symmetric. These matrices are given in full form in
Appendix II.
At this stage, the results for a single cylindrical thin-layer are overlapped with those of all
other cylindrical thin-layers so as to generate the system matrix. To avoid the use of
additional symbols, the same symbols as eq. (2.3.10) are used to formulate the system
matrix equation for the N-layer cylindrical body.
u 9u 2U £U UP = MUi - A 0  A& A P B B + GU (2.3.16)
"02 OOOz z -2 90 9z
where
P=[P1 Po pZ P P N] (2.3.17a)
U=[U, u u u' uz]T (2.3.17b)
In above eqs. (2.3.17), the superscripts indicate the interface to which they belong, and the
subscripts denote the coordinate direction. The system matrix is narrowly banded and has
a total of 3N degrees of freedom, with N being the number of active interfaces (which
depends on the number of layers, the expansion order -- here 1- and the boundary
conditions at the top and bottom surfaces).
2.3.2 Comparison with thin-layer method for flat layers
To verify the cylindrical thin-layer method formulated in section 2.3.1, we compare here
the layer matrices involved with those of the thin-layer method for flat layers. We base this
comparison on the fact that a cylinder with large radius and small thickness behaves like a
flat plate. For this purpose, we will explore the behavior of the parameter
h
a = (2.3.18)2rm
in which h is the thickness of a cylindrical thin-layer, and rm is the radius of the middle
surface. When the radius of the cylinder is increased to infinity while holding the layer
thicknesses constant, r, in each cylindrical thin layer also increases without bound and the
parameter a approaches zero. Now, the system equation for a single cylindrical thin layer
is
A2U U A 2U BU UMU- A -  A - A B -- B - + GU = O (2.3.19)09g2 499z 2>z 2  98 z
in which the layer matrices are as listed in Appendix II. On the other hand, in Cartesian
coordinates ( x , y, z ), the system equation for flat layers is of the form
'02U -2U - 0U -+ -1M U- A A A B B - + GU = 0 (2.3.20)
XY£9 2 yyy
2 X y Y
with layer matrices that will be identified in turn. In the equations above, a bar indicates
that the matrices refer to those for flat layers. To make the comparison, we must now
match the two coordinate systems:
r -- z -0 -y z ->+ (2.3.21a-c)
However, in eq. (2.3.21b), the two coordinates 0 and y are not dimensionally equal.
Therefore, we divide the system equation by the mean radius r, and use it to define the
characteristic arc length
Or = (2.3.22)
The system equation transforms then into
M -_ 2U -  2U A= 2U BoU B dU
-LMU-r A 2  s 2A B  --'B +-'-G U = 0 (2.3.23)
1Y 0y 29 z , 12 zZ
We will now show that the coefficient matrices of the cylindrical thin-layer method
become the same as those for flat layers when rm is made large enough i.e. as r - a o.
When this is done, the parameter a tends to zero, that is
lim a = lim-- = 0 (2.3.24)
r,,,.~ _ 2rm
We begin with the mass matrices M and M:
phimr(2 - a)I I _ ph 2I I
' M = "1im -M (2.3.25)
rM rM a-o 6 I (2+a)I 6 I 21i
Next, we examine the matrix A,. For this purpose, we consider first the coefficients
1 l+a
S= 4a 2 (1 + a)2 In a- 2a4a2
4a 2  1 -a
1 l+a
c2  -  1 a2)n -- - 2a4a2 1-a
1 4 (1 a)21n l +a 2a+4a24a2- 2a + 4
C3 = 4a2 I 1I ~a-a
which appear in the definition of this matrix (see Appendix II). Expanding in Taylor series
the logarithmic term
In 1-a 2 a+a3(1-a) 3
15
5
(2.3.27)
and substituting this expansion into eqs. (2.3.27a-c), we obtain in the limit of large radius
2lim cl = -a
r,-W 3
1
lim 2 = -ar- 3
Substituting in turn these limiting expressions into the definition of A o, we obtain
ra 2Doolim rAo = lim m
m-+O r- D 3 
Doo Ih 2Do D1o
2D 6 O 2D (2.3.29)
h6 DY 2D A
For the matrices As and Ay as well as the matrices Az and A,, we have immediately
h 2(D, + DO) D2 + Do.
6 DZ + DZ 2(D& +DZO)
h 2(D, + D )
6 D + D
(tz..iu)
D, + DY
2(D + D )1- X
1A=
rm
h 2Dz DZZ
6 Dn 2DZZ
h 2D=
6 D=
Next, we consider B,, which we take from Appendix II. As before, we expand the
coefficients in the second term in Taylor series, and consider the limit as a goes to zero
2lim c3 = -arm-0 3 (2.3.28a-c)
and
(2.3.31)
m
(2.3.26a-c)
2D
2 DX = "
1 DrO - De, Dro + D + a 2(D 1 - Deo) D, - D1
2 -(Dr + D) -(Dr -D) 3 Do- D, 2(Do- DB)J
1 Dr -D, Dr + D, (2.3.32)
2 -(Dro + D) -(Dr -D)
1{ D- -DY DW + D~
2 -(Dy + Dzy) -(Dy -Dzy) Y
The negative sign in front of the matrix for plane layers is the results of the ordering of the
layer interfaces: in the cylindrical case, we order the interfaces in the direction of growing
r (i.e. from the inside to the outside), while for plane layers, we order them in the direction
opposite to the vertical coordinate (i.e. top layer first). This ordering indeed changes the
signs, a fact that can be verified by exchanging in the expression above the diagonal and
off-diagonal elements, respectively, and noticing that the same expression but with
opposite signs is obtained.
As we shall see next, this same sign reversal will be observed in the Bz and Bx matrices:
1B D - Dz D, + Dzr a Drz - Dzr -(D, - Dzr,)
r. z 2 -(Dz+Dzr) 
-(Dr,-D D,) 6 -(Dz - Dz) D, - Dzr
i ) (2.3.33)
a f2(D, - Di) DZI - DI,
3 DI -Diz 2(D,1 -D)
and after discarding the last two matrices when a - 0, we obtain
1 Dz -Dzr D + Dr
r. z 2 -(D + Dzr) -(D, - Dr) (2.3.34)
I= D=-D= DD + D_
2 -(D= + D=) -(D= -D) x
Finally, for the matrices G and G, we have
IG=- +
-G~ D -D, }+ -(DD) DI-Dj~
h -D r D, 2rm (D,,- Dr) I +Dr (2.3.35)D,
a 2(Dr - D21) DI, - D21+-
3rm DI, - D21 2 (DI, - D 2 1)
and after discarding the last two terms in the limit of large radius, we obtain
1 G Dr -D,}
r. h -D, D,
=h - Dz (2.3.36)
h -DZZ DI
As can be seen, we have obtained the same results as for flat layers. Hence, the
formulation is consistent.
2.4 Solution of the discrete equations of motion
The discrete system equation in section 2.3 was obtained by applying a finite element
formulation in the radial direction, while maintaining the time(t) and spatial (9, z)
domains as continuous. To solve this system equation, a Fourier transform is performed
from the time-spatial domain to the frequency-wavenumber domain. This process yields an
algebraic equation which contains the wavenumbers as parameters and the frequency as an
eigenvalue. Considering that the constitutive matrix is symmetric and positive-definite, it is
possible to show that all eigenvalues in this problem will be real and non-negative. Using
then these eigenvalues in the context of a modal superposition technique, we obtain the
solution for the discrete equation of motion.
2.4.1 Transformed system equation
The partial discretization of the wave equation in the layering direction eliminated the
functional dependence on the radial coordinate r , and yielded a system of partial
differential equations in the azimuthal, axial and time coordinates 0, z , t , respectively.
From the preceding sections, this equation is
A2U  a2U 0 2U dU BUP = M U- AO -o A - A B O B 6 + G U  (2.4.1)482 0 z z2 6 z
To solve this equation, we perform both spatial and temporal Fourier transforms in each
coordinate. In the transformed domain, the discrete system displacement and traction
fields can be written as U and P, and their relationships with the actual domain variables
are of the form
U= Uexp[i(cot-n9- kz)] (2.4.2a)
P = P exp[i(ot - nO- kz)] (2.4.2b)
where o is the angular frequency, and k, n are the axial and azimuthal wavenumbers,
respectively, and
[ Pr , _Z, Pr,1 1 1 (2.4.3a)
U= u,, us  u u (2.4.3b)
The partial derivatives implied by eqs. (2.4.2) are then
_2U 2U au
= -o2U = -inU = -i kU
2 2 az
82U a2U a2U
= -nkU = -n 2U = -k 2 U (2.4.4a-f)
a0az 902 z2
When these expressions are substituted into the system eq. (2.4.1), we obtain the
transformed system equation
P= (n2A + nkAO, +k 2Az + inB +ikB, +G-o2M)U (2.4.5)
or more briefly
P= KU-C 2MU (2.4.6)
The analogy of eq. (2.4.6) to a problem in structural dynamics suggests that it can be
solved by a modal superposition involving the eigenvalue problem
KQ, = 02MO (2.4.7)
where 0 is the matrix of eigenvectors and 0 = diag{o1 } is the diagonal matrix of
eigenvalues.
2.4.2 Linear, real-valued eigenvalue problem
While the eigenvalue problem of eq. (2.4.7) can be solved easily, a more special class of
problems will be considered so as to make the given eigenvalue problem both linear and
real-valued.
This process requires that introduction of a new constitutive matrix corresponding to a
medium that is somewhat more general than that of orthotropic materials. The new
constitutive matrix for this medium is a symmetric, positive-definite constitutive matrix of
the form
d,
d21
d31
d41
d13
d23
d33
d43
d55 d 56
d 65 d 66
(2.4.8)
Now we proceed to investigate the nature of the eq. (2.4.7) with this particular
constitutive matrix. For this purpose, we rearrange eqs. (2.4.5) according to the degrees of
freedom. In other word, we re-order the traction and displacement vectors P, U as
follows:
P Pz 'PZ
T] [ . -N 1 -N z1 IT
p, - - p, f, - --=[i iU0
(2.4.9a)
(2.4.9b)
After this is done, the
I Aoi A=
Lz sySm.
+ -B
-B 0  -
I G" G r°
+ Go
sym.
system eq. (2.4.5)
A A
A&4 n2 +
A"J sym.
B0  B0
BOO B &z
B0 B
B0 B
G" 2 M
G &z W2f.
G"J 1
changes into an expression
Ar A"
A0 A &
A=J
B'B BT"
Bo Bz ik
-B& B7
M
(2.4.10)
where the subscripts have the same meaning as in eq. (2.4.5), while the first and second
superscripts denote the components of the traction and displacement fields, respectively.
Substitution of the constitutive matrix given by eq. (2.4.8) into eq. (2.4.10) leads then to
the much simpler equation
of the form
Aro A"}
A6 A k2
A"
r
ArrPr 00
PO
Pz
+ -Bo r
-B"
-Brz0
A rr
-
G G
G& G = i
(2.4.11)
Additional manipulations of eq. (2.4.11) with i(= [-1) will yield a fully real and
symmetric form system equation. This manipulation requires that we modify the vertical
components of both load and displacement vectors by an i factor. This modification is
accomplished by multiplying the first row by i and the first column by -i, respectively.
Inspection of the structure of all matrices involved reveals that this transformation affects
only the signs in the first rows of the fourth and fifth terms in eq. (2.4.11). Finally, the
following system equation is obtainedi , A " A "
o = A9 A & n2 + . A0 A" nk+ A9 A& k2
W + - A& A= A&" A A
-Bo -B -BrG -B"
+ B - n+ -B o k
-B" -B"
- CO2 M U:[I]
- Filr
M" r
60G9 G"
(2.4.12)
or more briefly
A"' n2 +
A=
AA nk+
A&
Bro B t
B } i k
r
M z L z
A k2
A"
in+ -B; rT
-B7r
-_2 1
GrrG"
0
-
rri
P= IKU-C 2
where
i = [,i *-N -1 -N -1 -N'PI P, Po PZ ' Pz
-N -1 -N -1 -N]
uo u u .. u
(2.4.14a)
(2.4.14b)
Now it is seen that eq. (2.4.13) is a general eigenvalue problem involving fully real and
symmetric matrices. This eigenvalue problem is of the form
K = CoJMPj
where q j (j = 1, 2,...,3N) is an eigenvector, and o is the corresponding eigenvalue.
The eigenvectors can be grouped into the modal matrix 0 = {, } ,and they satisfy the
standard orthogonality conditions. Without loss of generality, they can be assumed to be
normalized with respect to the mass matrix, i.e.,
TRMO = I
4QT KO = 02
0 = diag{o 1} (j= 1,2,...,3N)
2.4.3 Solution of the wave equation
A conventional modal superposition gives the solution to eq. (2.4.13) in the time-
wavenumber domain if P in eq. (2.4.13) is assumed to be of the separable form
P = Po(n, k)f(t)
The solution is given as
3N
U = jh,* f jj=1
(2.4.18)
(2.4.19)
in which
r, =i P = modal participation factor (2.4.20a)
= modal impulse response function (2.4.20b)ehj = exp(- t)sin(j t)
(2.4.15)
with
(2.4.16a)
(2.4.16b)
(2.4.17)
(2.4.13)
(2.4.20c)
In these expressions, the symbol * indicates a convolution and ,j is the fraction of
viscous modal damping. The use of eq. (2.4.20b) with od j gives the general solution so as
to consider the effect of an arbitrary proportional viscous damping. Note that the modal
mass implied by eq. (2.4.20a) is unity because of the normalization of the eigenvectors in
eq. (2.4.16a).
In the particular case of a transversely isotropic material, the non-vanishing material
constants are
d22 = d = + 2G d23 = A d = G
d1 = 2, +2G, d 2z = d53 = , dss = d = G, (
and the system equations are of the form
[o l = A1 n +  A nk+ A k2L:J jA: A {
- B 4 T .} k+{ G 0 2 [oo
B G" T M"(
(2
2.4.21)
ilUr
.4.22)
2.5 Comparison with the analytical eigenvalue problem for a solid rod
To verify the formulated and implemented cylindrical thin-layer method, we compare in
this section the numerical results with the analytical solution for an isotropic solid rod,
which we derive herein. We show numerical comparisons for several dispersion curves
associated with changes in azimuthal and axial wavenumbers.
2.5.1 Analytical eigenvalue problem
For this purpose, we consider an infinite solid rod of radius R as shown in fig. 2.5.1.
dj j
In the absence of body forces, the wave equation in an isotropic medium is
SA+2G
G
G +2 -
dr2
G Or2+
2+2G + -
GI*
r 0 +G
- -- +{
r dr0 d +G
A+G
Or- +z
A+G
z9
Oz
1
G - -- +-
Gr Or +G
-(A + 3G) -
1 0A+G
r 000z
A+2G[2±2
= ii (2.5.1)
where u = [ur uo u ]. We consider next a solution of the form
u(r, 9,z, t) = u(r, 0, z) exp(ico t)
Substituting eq. (2.5.2) into eq. (2.5.1), we obtain
PG
,2
A +2G z2
2A+G
A+G
- - -
rr 
.GJ ,+G
-(A+3
-*A+3 G) 4 .4-+pCo 2
z0
Oz
A+G
r 60z
1G
G r2
Ur
1 - U9 = 0
1 u, 0
or more compactly
Wu =0
+ 2 + G
A+2G
+ A +3G
(2.5.2)
A+G I
A2+2G
+ {+G
A+2G
+ -
(2.5.3a)
I1
G r2
(2.5.3b)
Figure 2.5.1 Infinite solid rod with radius R
45
We can assume a solution to eqs. (2.5.3) of the form
u = UO = T, C, f =
H'
r 
n
H'
n H'
r 
n f{Sf2
_qf3
in which
(cosn S( -sinn00)
and the Hnare Bessel fncticosn of order satisfying the differential equation
and the H, are Bessel functions of nth order satisfying the differential equation
d 2  1 d H
dr2 +--Hdr rdr +(, 2 n H =0r7I=
and the recurrence relationships
H' = -(H,, 
- H,+1)
n
r
1
= 
-(H12
We also define
d
H' = d- Hd( r)
fj = f(z)
(2.5.6b)
(2.5.6c)+!.+)
(j = 1,2,3)
in which = radial wavenumber and n = azimuthal wavenumber.
Combining equations (2.5.3) and (2.5.4), we obtain
A+2G
W T = K 9G - -+
.G Or
A+G
1 2
--- +
r drOd
A +2G +r2 2 
G
A }z G
drdz
G A +2G Oz2
A+G £01z
OOOZ
(2.5.4)
(2.5.5a,b)
(2.5.6a)
(2.5.7)
(2.5.8)
+ A+G
A +2G
+ 
3G
+,A + 3G
G r
- - -}{+G { 2A+2GG -+ i -
r Or r 1z
G A+G -
-(A + 3G)
r2 g
S -}
-C
(2.5.9)
.JJL
After much algebraic manipulation of eqs. (2.5.9), it can be shown that the following result
applies
WTn = T.W =
G _ Ge2G - + -Or 2
-G
e
2
G 2
A+2G} 1A
}
n(A + G) Oz
S+2G + n2G -n(A + 3G)
2  
-n(A+3G) G+n 2(2A +2G)
r2 n2G {
Using the Bessel differential eq. (2.5.6a) and manipulating the expression WC,, we obtain
the following eq. (2.5.11), again after much algebra:
A+G
.
G
G
A
1 2 = 0
1 f3
Inspecting eq. (2.5.11), we recognize that it can be decoupled into two wave equations,
i.e. ,
SH waves :
-n(
1
+-
r
A +G)
G +-
dr r
G A + G -n(A + G)
1
. 1J
(2.5.10)
(2.5.11)
G G)
.G -(A +G)
u= u( ,n,z)= WCf =
+ p02
A+2G
S - -
.C 
-
A+G
g2
A, + 2G
Cn - 2
Gf 2"+(pw 2 -G 2 )f 2 = 0
SV-P waves :
G -(A + G) f
Af
+p{) 2 _ 2 (2 + 2G) (2.5.12b)
p- - 2G} f3 0
We assume a solution of the form
fj = j exp(-ikz)
and insert it into eqs. (2.5.12) so as to obtain the following eigenvalue problems:
SH waves:
(-k 2 G +pt 2
-
2G) 2 = 0 (2.5.14a)
whose eigenvalues are
(,= ) -k1 2
FCsj
SV-P waves:
p2 _ (2(A +2G)-k 2 G
-ik (A + G)
whose eigenvalues are
C )
ik( + 2G) l~ 0
p2 _ 2G-k 2 (A+2G) J, 0
( -±k2
where c, is the S (transverse) wave velocity and c, is the P (longitudinal) wave velocity.
In equations (2.5.14b) and (2.5.15b,c), o is the frequency which is eigenvalue of our
problem. Finally, we will obtain this frequency by solving our analytical eigenvalue
problems.
The mode shapes of this problem are of the form
-ijp
* = q, J= k
(2.5.13)
(2.5.14b)
(2.5.15a)
(2.5.15b,c)
(2.5.12a)
k
1 - (2.5.16)
A + 2Gl+f +  lf,' A+G
In eq. (2.5.16), the first column vector represents the P wave mode and the other two
column vectors represent the S wave modes. We substitute eq. (2.5.16) into eq. (2.511),
and use two functions P, and S, defined as follows
P, = J.( r) (2.5.17a)
S, = J ( ,r) (2.5.17b)
in which the J, are the usual Bessel functions of n" order. Finally, we obtain
u = ii(,n,k)= -o =
lUz
nP P,
in which a, b, c
in which a, b, c
P'
-i4P
0
k
Ja{ + n Sna ,r
are arbitrary constants. Hence
-i5 P'
nU= U -- iP
r
uZ 
-k P,,
We apply this solution to a{5 A + 2G
TrO =
Trz
solid rod, whose boundary condition is a tractions-free surface:
G +
G - G
+ --- +
r a0
We use equations (2.5.5), (2.5.13) and
(2.5.20)
Ur
-G - r uo
r U°
• U z
(2.5.19), and obtain the following result
n
S'n (2.5.18)
n kS'n
k S,
kr
a
b
c
(2.5.19)
0 k:bl
1 0
C1
- S -iJ c
- n ,
r, [ { +2G
r7 JRrz r-R
r
A.
G -- +- nG
G r-ikrG
For simplification, we may do additional manipulation to obtain
/ (2 + 2G)
Tro/ G
r /G r=R
F 6
B 1
= + - n
ar r
-ikr
-ne -ikrs]
-1 = 0
(2.5.23)S+2G 1-v
When we apply eq. (2.5.19) to eq. (2.5.22) and use again eqs. (2.5.6b,c,d), we obtain the
following relationships:
2
I-n P
Pn'" (- P 1-n
1
pr
n n P1
5,r -1- r n- .r
n 1S"=r, -1S S'
(2.5.24a)
(2.5.24b)
(2.5.24c)
(2.5.24d)S,
~5sr
-nA -ikrA
-G U = 0 (2.5.21)
with
(2.5.22)
f
n =n
S,r = 
S) 
'
Hence, the first derivative of eq. (2.5.22) can be written as
Ur
-In~
ar
Uz
2
i . 1_ p r
p 2 p 
1
Pn'
'pr
s 1
. n2 r
Sr
Pn
Sn 3
+ s
s
ybrF( _ n 2 ] 1
"sL 2 2  s
kn 
- S
(2.5.25)
Substituting equations (2.5.19) and (2.5.25) into eq. (2.5.22), we obtain the following
result
r / (A + 2G)]
,r /G
r / G r-R
al
= 
a21
a31
a12  a13  a
a 22  a 23  b =0
a 32 a33 C
all = i{ (1
r
12
al2 = -(1- ) IS
r
a1z = -k
r
2n I
a21 
--
rr
2
a 22 = S" -
r
P 5 -,pPn '
- r(1I-
2kn St 1
a23 r S S,r S
where
(2.5.26)
- 6)p'+ ~~, +ek 22
- 2(
S2(1 Pn
I Sn
sr
n 2
sr +
,r
,rS, ]
2n2
r22 S.
(2.5.27a)
(2.5.27b)
(2.5.27c)
(2.5.27d)
(2.5.27e)
(2.5.27f)
- -
a31 =i 2 2 k ,P, (2.5.27g)
kn
a 32 = -1 - S, (2.5.27h)
osr
a 3 3 = i( -k 2 )S,' (2.5.27i)
Next, we factor out i in eq. (2.5.26) from column 1 and multiply the last row by -i; also,
for simplicity, we multiply all terms by r 2 , and scale columns 2,3 by sr . The result is
i cr /(A
TrO /
rrT /
a{1 a a3' ia
= a 1 a 2  b =0 (2.5.28)
a 32 33
where
a, = ,r(- )P+ [(r)2 (kr) n2 (- )]P (2.5.29a)
a' 2 = n(1- e)[(5)S" - S,] (2.5.29b)
a' = -(kr)(1 - E) (,r)S' + [(4r)2 2 ]S4 (2.5.29c)
a' = 2n[P, - (r)Pf] (2.5.29d)
a22 = -2( sr)S' - [( ,r)2 - 2n2 ]S,, (2.5.29e)
a23 = 2 (k r)n[(r)S" - S,] (2.5.29f)
a'1 =2 (k r)( ,r)P' (2.5.29g)
a 2 = -(kr)n S (2.5.29h)
a'3 = (2,r)[( sr)2 - (kr)]S" (2.5.29i)
Nontrivial solutions of eq. (2.5.28) imply the eigenvalue problem
a' a 2  a13
a', a 2 a 3 =0 (2.5.30)
a3' a' a"3
Eq. (2.5.30) is the frequency equation for a solid rod, in which the eigenvalues co are
hidden in the expressions for ,P and , given by equations (2.5.14) and (2.5.15). Using
search methods, these eigenvalues can be found and compared with those of the proposed
method.
2.5.2 Numerical comparisons
In this section, we show examples for five different azimuthal wavenumbers, namely
n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. We compare the numerical and analytical results in terms of frequency
(i.e., eigenvalues), displaying dispersion curves and tables for the first six modes in each
azimuthal wavenumber. Comparisons of the results shows good agreement between the
two solutions. In these examples, we use the following material properties:
Poisson's ratio v = 0.3
radius r = 1.0 m
shear velocity cS = 1.0 m/ms
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Figure 2.5.2a Dispersion curves of a solid rod for n=O, using numerical solution
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Table 2.5.1 Numerical comparison of eigenvalues for n=O
1st mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
0.00000
0.15706
0.31412
0.47118
0.62825
0.78531
0.94237
1.09944
1.25650
1.41356
1.57063
1.72769
1.88475
2.04182
2.19888
2.35594
2.51301
2.67007
2.82713
2.98420
3.14126
numerical solution
0.00000
0.25314
0.50542
0.75591
1.00354
1.24699
1.48460
1.71425
1.93324
2.13840
2.32643
2.49483
2.64303
2.77297
2.88852
2.99422
3.09412
3.19135
3.28813
3.38589
3.48552
analytical solution
0.00000
0.15925
0.31252
0.47003
0.62992
0.78612
0.94034
1.10000
1.25884
1.41171
1.57001
1.72981
1.88487
2.04017
2.19999
2.35814
2.51105
2.67000
2.82961
2.98364
3.14007
analytical solution
0.00000
0.25222
0.50482
0.75553
1.00328
1.24680
1.48443
1.71411
1.93315
2.13838
2.32640
2.49484
2.64309
2.77307
2.88870
2.99438
3.09430
3.19160
3.28839
3.38608
3.48568
3rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
3.82968
3.79052
3.72602
3.66639
3.61778
3.58287
3.56386
3.56304
3.58309
3.62702
3.69779
3.79742
3.92586
4.08038
4.25614
4.44754
4.64927
4.85677
5.06629
5.27469
5.47931
numerical solution
3.97691
4.02607
4.12042
4.23007
4.34930
4.47610
4.60932
4.74803
4.89147
5.03889
5.18962
5.34298
5.49834
5.65513
5.81283
5.97105
6.12957
6.28841
6.44787
6.60859
6.77151
analytical solution
3.83179
3.79214
3.72731
3.66750
3.61879
3.58382
3.56475
3.56390
3.58392
3.62784
3.69860
3.79822
3.92664
4.08117
4.25695
4.44840
4.65019
4.85778
5.06743
5.27601
5.48082
analytical solution
3.97674
4.02635
4.12110
4.23095
4.35034
4.47725
4.61060
4.74944
4.89301
5.04056
5.19146
5.34521
5.50031
5.65719
5.81509
5.97353
6.13226
6.29131
6.45095
6.61183
6.77488
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
5.13221
5.13466
5.14184
5.15380
5.17049
5.19188
5.21789
5.24847
5.28354
5.32300
5.36676
5.41472
5.46676
5.52276
5.58262
5.64621
5.71340
5.78406
5.85808
5.93532
6.01567
numerical solution
7.00468
7.00661
7.01221
7.02163
7.03501
7.05254
7.07446
7.10106
7.13271
7.16980
7.21280
7.26222
7.3 1863
7.38260
7.45477
7.53571
7.62596
7.72594
7.83593
7.95597
8.08587
analytical solution
5.13557
5.13799
5.14517
5.15715
5.17386
5.19527
5.22135
5.25196
5.28705
5.32655
5.37045
5.41829
5.47089
5.52685
5.58672
5.65034
5.71763
5.78839
5.86251
5.93986
6.02031
analytical solution
7.01557
7.01742
7.02299
7.03237
7.04569
7.06314
7.08496
7.11147
7.14299
7.17997
7.22282
7.27210
7.32835
7.39217
7.46416
7.54492
7.63500
7.73480
7.84461
7.96447
8.09422
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Figure 2.5.3a Dispersion curves of a solid rod for n=1, using numerical solution
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Table 2.5.2 Numerical comparison of eigenvalues for n=l1
1st mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
0.00000
0.01966
0.07613
0.16316
0.27340
0.40034
0.53893
0.68550
0.83750
0.99314
1.15116
1.31069
1.47112
1.63201
1.79306
1.95404
2.11480
2.27524
2.43528
2.59486
2.75396
numerical solution
1.84115
1.86127
1.91890
2.00720
2.11778
2.24258
2.37448
2.50749
2.63694
2.76008
2.87641
2.98715
3.09427
3.19963
3.30468
3.41039
3.51738
3.62601
3.73648
3.84888
3.96322
analytical solution
0.00000
0.01847
0.07541
0.16291
0.27328
0.40033
0.53891
0.68552
0.83753
0.99318
1.15118
1.31070
1.47114
1.63206
1.79313
1.95413
2.11490
2.27534
2.43538
2.59496
2.75405
analytical solution
1.84115
1.86126
1.91890
2.00717
2.11777
2.24258
2.37450
2.50756
2.63705
2.76032
2.87689
2.98758
3.09476
3.20019
3.30527
3.41104
3.51806
3.62672
3.73723
3.84968
3.96401
3rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
2.81615
2.82187
2.83914
2.86827
2.90986
2.96482
3.03442
3.12007
3.22278
3.34227
3.47645
3.62177
3.77407
3.92945
4.08459
4.23687
4.38438
4.52597
4.66117
4.79017
4.91365
numerical solution
5.32818
5.32822
5.32850
5.32954
5.33211
5.33719
5.34582
5.35913
5.37823
5.40425
5.43828
5.48143
5.53479
5.59939
5.67615
5.76578
5.86862
5.98454
6.11279
6.25210
6.40070
analytical solution
2.81699
2.82272
2.84006
2.86917
2.91077
2.96568
3.03528
3.12099
3.22362
3.34309
3.47726
3.62256
3.77484
3.93035
4.08594
4.23795
4.38556
4.52728
4.66263
4.79180
4.91543
analytical solution
5.33144
5.33147
5.33174
5.33277
5.33532
5.34038
5.34900
5.36229
5.38138
5.40738
5.44141
5.48455
5.53790
5.60250
5.67926
5.76888
5.87171
5.98761
6.11586
6.25519
6.40383
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
6.41336
6.41759
6.43006
6.45022
6.47720
6.51003
6.54768
6.58926
6.63402
6.68141
6.73106
6.78281
6.83657
6.89236
6.95025
7.01033
7.07269
7.13743
7.20467
7.27449
7.34701
numerical solution
7.09666
7.10095
7.11380
7.13526
7.16533
7.20397
7.25104
7.30623
7.36908
7.43896
7.51506
7.59647
7.68223
7.77136
7.86299
7.95636
8.05089
8.14623
8.24230
8.33923
8.43738
analytical solution
6.41889
6.42314
6.43569
6.45596
6.48310
6.51611
6.55398
6.59578
6.64076
6.68837
6.73825
6.79021
6.84418
6.90017
6.95825
7.01852
7.08107
7.14599
7.21341
7.28342
7.35614
analytical solution
7.10096
7.10520
7.11805
7.13948
7.16949
7.20805
7.25504
7.31022
7.37301
7.44289
7.51904
7.60053
7.68637
7.77566
7.86750
7.96111
8.05590
8.15155
8.24793
8.34518
8.44366
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Figure 2.5.4a Dispersion curves of a solid rod for n=2, using numerical solution
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Table 2.5.3 Numerical comparison of eigenvalues for n=2
1st mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
2.34808
2.34484
2.33643
2.32611
2.31766
2.31437
2.31869
2.33225
2.35598
2.39029
2.43512
2.49016
2.55484
2.62848
2.71033
2.79961
2.89555
2.99743
3.10456
3.21633
3.33218
numerical solution
3.05405
3.06587
3.09992
3.15268
3.21994
3.29781
3.38307
3.47324
3.56643
3.66131
3.75700
3.85301
3.94911
4.04533
4.14179
4.23871
4.33631
4.43483
4.53447
4.63537
4.73768
analytical solution
2.34789
2.34463
2.33623
2.32591
2.31748
2.31416
2.31852
2.33204
2.35127
2.39020
2.43499
2.49007
2.55467
2.62834
2.71025
2.79951
2.89530
2.99719
3.10424
3.21597
3.33187
analytical solution
3.05415
3.06597
3.10011
3.15281
3.22014
3.29798
3.38326
3.47346
3.56670
3.66166
3.75739
3.85344
3.94967
4.04582
4.14191
4.23950
4.33718
4.43574
4.53543
4.63638
4.73875
3rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
4.38688
4.39215
4.40797
4.43440
4.47148
4.51927
4.57772
4.64670
4.72589
4.81475
4.91251
5.01816
5.13049
5.24815
5.36971
5.49373
5.61881
5.74370
5.86731
5.98878
6.10754
numerical solution
6.70032
6.70157
6.70535
6.71177
6.72101
6.73330
6.74894
6.76828
6.79171
6.81965
6.85257
6.89096
6.93534
6.98625
7.04421
7.10971
7.18321
7.26503
7.35535
7.45411
7.56100
analytical solution
4.38842
4.39366
4.40953
4.43591
4.47301
4.52083
4.57928
4.64825
4.72742
4.81627
4.91403
5.01974
5.13205
5.24977
5.37135
5.49539
5.62059
5.74552
5.86928
5.99087
6.10979
analytical solution
6.70612
6.70737
6.71115
6.71755
6.72677
6.73904
6.75465
6.77396
6.79736
6.82528
6.85818
6.89656
6.94094
6.99183
7.04979
7.11528
7.18879
7.27063
7.36096
7.45975
7.56667
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
7.88174
7.88389
7.89031
7.90094
7.91571
7.93450
7.95717
7.98359
8.01362
8.04711
8.08393
8.12397
8.16711
8.21329
8.26242
8.31446
8.36939
8.42719
8.48788
8.55149
8.61807
numerical solution
9.45438
9.45643
9.46254
9.47258
9.48636
9.50362
9.52409
9.54750
9.57360
9.60218
9.63309
9.66625
9.70163
9.73925
9.77919
9.82154
9.86643
9.91401
9.96445
10.01793
10.07466
analytical solution
7.88858
7.89074
7.89718
7.90788
7.92273
7.94162
7.96441
7.99098
8.02116
8.05480
8.09181
8.13203
8.17536
8.22173
8.27107
8.32331
8.37845
8.43645
8.49736
8.56118
8.62797
analytical solution
9.46068
9.46278
9.46899
9.47922
9.49327
9.51086
9.53173
9.55560
9.58218
9.61126
9.64269
9.67636
9.71223
9.75032
9.79069
9.83345
9.87870
9.92662
9.97737
10.03113
10.08810
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Figure 2.5.5a Dispersion curves of a solid rod for n=3, using numerical solution
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Table 2.5.4 Numerical comparison of eigenvalues for n=3
1st mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
3.61475
3.61298
3.60820
3.60184
3.59566
3.59141
3.59058
3.59430
3.60342
3.61852
3.64000
3.66805
3.70274
3.74404
3.79184
3.84594
3.90612
3.97210
4.04358
4.12026
4.20183
numerical solution
4.20071
4.20792
4.22900
4.26245
4.30639
4.35889
4.41830
4.48323
4.55260
4.62554
4.70141
4.77972
4.86011
4.94233
5.02620
5.11161
5.19851
5.28686
5.37666
5.46791
5.56064
analytical solution
3.61451
3.61275
3.60799
3.60163
3.59544
3.59123
3.59041
3.59408
3.60321
3.61834
3.63985
3.66782
3.70241
3.74435
3.79175
3.84583
3.90598
3.97196
4.04342
4.12014
4.20167
analytical solution
4.20115
4.20835
4.22946
4.26287
4.30682
4.35940
4.41882
4.48375
4.55316
4.62615
4.70210
4.78050
4.86094
4.94318
5.02712
5.11259
5.19962
5.28795
5.37759
5.46932
5.56209
3 rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
6.01185
6.01611
6.02888
6.05011
6.07967
6.11743
6.16316
6.21659
6.27737
6.34507
6.41921
6.49919
6.58437
6.67405
6.76747
6.86385
6.96242
7.06239
7.16307
7.26382
7.36412
numerical solution
8.00615
8.00761
8.01198
8.01932
8.02970
8.04323
8.06004
8.08030
8.10419
8.13193
8.16376
8.19992
8.24071
8.28640
8.33728
8.39362
8.45568
8.52365
8.59767
8.67777
8.76386
analytical solution
6.01457
6.01886
6.03163
6.05285
6.08242
6.12020
6.16590
6.21937
6.28017
6.34787
6.42202
6.50204
6.58725
6.67698
6.77048
6.86692
6.96557
7.06566
7.16648
7.26738
7.36784
analytical solution
8.01522
8.01668
8.02105
8.02839
8.03877
8.05229
8.06910
8.08936
8.11324
8.14098
8.17280
8.20898
8.24977
8.29545
8.34634
8.40270
8.46477
8.53276
8.60680
8.68693
8.77306
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
9.24617
9.24787
9.25296
9.26144
9.27328
9.28845
9.30691
9.32864
9.35358
9.38169
9.41294
9.44728
9.48468
9.52511
9.56854
9.61498
9.66440
9.71682
9.77226
9.83074
9.89232
numerical solution
11.31625
11.31485
11.31107
11.30597
11.30072
11.29634
11.29361
11.29304
11.29500
11.29973
11.30737
11.31805
11.33183
11.34876
11.36888
11.39224
11.41885
11.44877
11.48204
11.51871
11.55884
analytical solution
9.25615
9.25787
9.26299
9.27151
9.28340
9.29866
9.31721
9.33905
9.36409
9.39234
9.42373
9.45823
9.49578
9.53638
9.58002
9.62661
9.67622
9.72885
9.78447
9.84317
9.90494
analytical solution
11.34601
11.34438
11.33995
11.33416
11.32813
11.32307
11.31971
11.31867
11.32022
11.32464
11.33202
11.34248
11.35609
11.37288
11.39289
11.41616
11.44271
11.47259
11.50582
11.54247
11.58259
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Figure 2.5.6a Dispersion curves of a solid rod for n=4, using numerical solution
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Table 2.5.5 Numerical comparison of eigenvalues for n=4
1st mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
4.71811
4.71760
4.71625
4.71457
4.71327
4.71314
4.71497
4.71943
4.72711
4.73848
4.75390
4.77364
4.79790
4.82679
4.86039
4.89870
4.94171
4.98935
5.04153
5.09815
5.15907
numerical solution
5.31664
5.32127
5.33497
5.35721
5.38723
5.42419
5.46723
5.51559
5.56860
5.62566
5.68630
5.75013
5.81682
5.88610
5.95775
6.03162
6.10754
6.18543
6.26518
6.34673
6.43003
analytical solution
4.71792
4.71741
4.71606
4.71438
4.71309
4.71296
4.71478
4.71927
4.72693
4.73831
4.75371
4.77345
4.79771
4.82658
4.86024
4.89850
4.94145
4.98988
5.04147
5.09804
5.15893
analytical solution
5.31749
5.32213
5.33581
5.35809
5.38813
5.42508
5.46818
5.51656
5.56966
5.62671
5.68742
5.75132
5.81806
5.88739
5.95915
6.03303
6.10907
6.18698
6.26680
6.34845
6.43180
3rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
7.62946
7.63271
7.64244
7.65859
7.68107
7.70972
7.74438
7.78481
7.83075
7.88190
7.93791
7.99839
8.06293
8.13108
8.20237
8.27632
8.35246
8.43032
8.50947
8.58951
8.67009
numerical solution
9.26932
9.27079
9.27523
9.28266
9.29312
9.30668
9.32341
9.34341
9.36680
9.39369
9.42424
9.45858
9.49688
9.53929
9.58597
9.63706
9.69268
9.75292
9.81781
9.88733
9.96140
analytical solution
7.63379
7.63704
7.64678
7.66294
7.68542
7.71409
7.74878
7.78924
7.83520
7.88639
7.94245
8.00299
8.06761
8.13584
8.20723
8.28131
8.35758
8.43559
8.51491
8.59513
8.67592
analytical solution
9.28238
9.28386
9.28830
9.29573
9.30619
9.31977
9.33649
9.35650
9.37991
9.40680
9.43736
9.47172
9.51004
9.55245
9.59915
9.65026
9.70589
9.76614
9.83107
9.90062
9.97471
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
numerical solution
10.59095
10.59245
10.59694
10.60443
10.61491
10.62836
10.64479
10.66418
10.68653
10.71182
10.74005
10.77122
10.80531
10.84233
10.88229
10.92519
10.97105
11.01988
11.07171
11.12656
11.18446
numerical solution
12.64274
12.64313
12.64433
12.64638
12.64939
12.65345
12.65871
12.66530
12.67337
12.68307
12.69453
12.70790
12.72329
12.74082
12.76060
12.78273
12.80730
12.83440
12.86412
12.89655
12.93177
analytical solution
10.60470
10.60621
10.61074
10.61826
10.62879
10.64230
10.65881
10.67829
10.70074
10.72613
10.75448
10.78578
10.82004
10.85719
10.89731
10.94039
10.98641
11.03542
11.08744
11.14248
11.20060
analytical solution
12.68192
12.68228
12.68340
12.68531
12.68812
12.69196
12.69696
12.70328
12.71106
12.72047
12.73166
12.74476
12.75989
12.77718
12.79673
12.81865
12.84303
12.86996
12.89953
12.93182
12.96692
2.6 Comparison with the results of Herrmann
In this section, we compare our proposed method with the results of Armenakas, Gazis,
and Herrmann[1969], who studied the frequency equations and observed the
characteristics of free vibrations of a homogeneous isotropic hollow circular cylinder using
Lame potentials. We carry out the comparison by showing both dispersion curves and
tables of eigenvalues. Before the comparison, we present briefly Herrmann's method.
2.6.1. Herrmann's frequency equation
In their Herrmann et al's study, the displacement fields are expressed in terms of Lame
potentials in the form
u = VS +V x H (2.6.1)
V-H = F(r,t) (2.6.2)
in which u is the displacement vector, i.e., u = {u, u } u T, 0 is a scalar potential, H
is a vector potential, and F(r, t) is a function of the position vector r and time t, which
can be determined arbitrarily due to the gauge invariance of eq. (2.6.1)[1969].
Substitution of eq. (2.6.1) into the displacement equation of motion yields the following
two equations (2.6.3a, b).
v2V = 2 (2.6.3a)
at2
a2H
v V2H = (2.6.3.b)
2 t 2
where v, and v2 are the P wave velocity and S wave velocity, respectively, and are given
by
v2 = 22u (2.6.4a)
2 = p(2.6.4b)
p
in which A and t are Lame's constants and p is the density.
The solutions of equations (2.6.3a, b) are assumed to be of the form
0= f (r) cos(nO) cos(w t + z) (2.6.5a)
Hr = gr(r)sin(nO)sin(wct + z) (2.6.5b)
H, = go(r)cos(nO)sin(ot + z) (2.6.5c)
Hz = g, (r) sin(n9) cos(o t + z) (2.6.5d)
where f(r), gr(r), g9(r), gz(r) are functions of the radial coordinate r only, and are
all determined by solving the Bessel equations. In eqs. (2.6.5a-d), n and are the
azimuthal and axial wavenumbers, respectively, which correspond to our wavenumbers
n and k in eq. (2.4.12), respectively. Using eqs. (2.6.5a-d), Herrmann et al obtained the
frequency equations satisfying the free traction boundary conditions on both the inner and
outer surfaces.
2.6.2 Numerical comparisons
In Herrmann's study, the following range of parameters were used:
(1) Poisson's ratio : 0.30
(2) ratio of thickness to middle radius of cylinder : 0.01 _ H /R < 2.00 (the case
of H / R = 2.00 corresponds to a solid rod, which is the same as the rod of
section 2.5)
(3) azimuthal wavenumbers : n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
(4) axial wavenumber : 0.00 < H / L < 1.00, where L is the half wavelength of the
axial direction z. This parameter has the following relationship with k
H Hk r
. Therefore, the range of k is 0 k < -
L rc H
For simplicity, we chose one special case in which the ratio of thickness to middle radius
HIR is 1.00, using H=1.0 m and R=1.0 m. For the other parameters, we choose the same
values as in Herrmann's study. We compare next the results in terms of dispersion curves
and tables for the first six modes. As can be seen, the comparison shows good agreement.
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Table 2.6.1 Numerical comparison with Herrmann's, for n=O
1st mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
0.00002
0.25293
0.50357
0.74884
0.98353
1.19799
1.37651
1.50655
1.59706
1.66956
1.73936
1.81380
1.88488
1.98603
2.08440
2.19020
2.30262
2.42080
2.54394
2.67132
2.80230
this study
1.88688
1.88428
1.87836
1.87460
1.88190
1.91378
1.98923
2.12309
2.30767
2.52170
2.74916
2.98123
3.21282
3.44045
3.66121
3.87229
4.07097
4.25476
4.42187
4.57166
4.70499
Herrmann
0.00000
0.25293
0.50357
0.79683
0.98354
1.23716
1.37652
1.52719
1.59712
1.68349
1.73947
1.82963
1.89586
2.00518
2.08451
2.21228
2.30269
2.44513
2.54400
2.69728
2.80230
Herrmann
1.88681
1.88423
1.87833
1.87481
1.88191
1.92476
1.98929
2.15667
2.30775
2.56659
2.74930
3.02790
3.21303
3.48553
3.66156
3.91361
4.07160
4.29038
4.42286
4.60083
4.70639
3rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
3.27023
3.28619
3.33285
3.40695
3.50430
3.62072
3.75259
3.89315
4.05132
4.21396
4.38336
4.55832
4.73788
4.92123
5.10766
5.29647
5.48683
5.67727
5.86447
6.04211
6.20792
this study
6.27605
6.21371
6.13053
6.05151
5.97863
5.91262
5.85401
5.80332
5.76109
5.72795
5.70464
5.69204
5.69126
5.70365
5.73088
5.77496
5.83829
5.92376
6.03552
6.17959
6.35650
Herrmann
3.27125
3.28721
3.33386
3.42569
3.50529
3.64698
3.75364
3.92812
4.05243
4.24853
4.38460
4.59521
4.73925
4.95976
5.10920
5.33612
5.48861
5.71713
5.86670
6.07876
6.21080
Herrmann
6.27838
6.21734
6.13440
6.04028
5.98244
5.90403
5.85769
5.79775
5.76460
5.72590
5.70799
5.69417
5.69448
5.71098
5.73391
5.78892
5.84110
5.94641
6.03786
6.21451
6.35821
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
6.35078
6.41887
6.51930
6.65719
6.74045
6.85862
6.98128
7.10811
7.23885
7.37324
7.51104
7.65201
7.79591
7.94254
8.09165
8.24305
8.39651
8.55184
8.70882
8.86726
9.02696
Herrmann
6.35767
6.42449
6.52471
6.65484
6.74600
6.88854
6.98715
7.14005
7.24511
7.40706
7.51774
7.68754
7.80309
7.97965
8.09934
8.28158
8.40473
8.59166
8.71757
8.90821
9.03632
this study
9.45372
9.45354
9.45303
9.45231
9.45156
9.45101
9.45097
9.45176
9.45375
9.45731
9.46286
9.47080
9.48153
9.49548
9.51306
9.53468
9.56077
9.59174
9.62803
9.67005
9.71826
Herrmann
9.47617
9.47599
9.47539
9.47432
9.47360
9.47269
9.47250
9.47322
9.47467
9.47875
9.48309
9.49251
9.50106
9.51783
9.53191
9.55801
9.57903
9.61648
9.64566
9.69649
9.73539
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Figure 2.6.2a Dispersion curves of a cylindrical shell for n=1 (this study)
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Table 2.6.2 Numerical comparison with Herrmann's, for n=1
Ist mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0..15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
0.00000
0.03044
0.11192
0.22571
0.35713
0.49759
0.64250
0.78948
0.93732
1.08543
1.23357
1.38167
1.52976
1.67789
1.82614
1.97456
2.12321
2.27210
2.42127
2.57070
2.72038
this study
1.02725
1.05939
1.14519
1.26359
1.39624
1.53035
1.65841
1.77811
1.89126
2.00131
2.11137
2.22352
2.33889
2.45794
2.58073
2.70709
2.83674
2.96935
3.10459
3.24215
3.38174
Herrmann
0.00000
0.03044
0.11193
0.25095
0.35714
0.52631
0.64249
0.81901
0.93733
1.11505
1.23355
1.41127
1.52974
1.70749
1.82611
2.00424
2.12318
2.30184
2.42119
2.60052
2.72027
Herrmann
1.02724
1.05938
1.14517
1.28947
1.39625
1.55663
1.65845
1.80123
1.89136
2.02337
2.11153
2.24649
2.33907
2.48239
2.58091
2.73297
2.83695
2.99642
3.10484
3.27015
3.38196
3rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
1.97049
1.97848
2.00315
2.04648
2.11153
2.20160
2.31838
2.46018
2.62199
2.79745
2.98058
3.16636
3.35066
3.53009
3.70192
3.86427
4.01619
4.15780
4.28998
4.41412
4.53169
Herrmann
1.97078
1.97876
2.00343
2.05793
2.11184
2.22312
2.31868
2.49144
2.62229
2.83394
2.98090
3.20383
3.35111
3.56564
3.70252
3.89623
4.01706
4.18595
4.29110
4.43938
4.53307
this study
3.51435
3.52150
3.54269
3.57719
3.62386
3.68136
3.74827
3.82327
3.90525
3.99336
4.08709
4.18619
4.29058
4.40011
4.51434
4.63218
4.75180
4.87084
4.98706
5.09903
5.20648
Herrmann
3.51554
3.52270
3.54391
3.58679
3.62508
3.69530
3.74955
3.84047
3.90663
4.01310
4.08853
4.20816
4.29211
4.42421
4.51598
4.65779
4.75364
4.89633
4.98913
5.12312
5.20885
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
4.59458
4.60037
4.61777
4.64680
4.68747
4.73977
4.80360
4.87871
4.96464
5.06064
5.16554
5.27741
5.39297
5.50640
5.61022
5.70368
5.79630
5.89750
6.01193
6.14046
6.28152
Herrmann
4.59596
4.60177
4.61921
4.65543
4.68892
4.75314
4.80516
4.89667
4.96632
5.08278
5.16745
5.30251
5.39534
5.53093
5.61330
5.72514
5.79957
5.92247
6.01508
6.17090
6.28466
this study
5.76587
5.76189
5.75063
5.73389
5.71399
5.69331
5.67402
5.65803
5.64709
5.64292
5.64743
5.66315
5.69392
5.74621
5.82829
5.94189
6.07837
6.22888
6.38847
6.55465
6.72604
Herrmann
5.76881
5.76485
5.75361
5.73309
5.71701
5.69231
5.67705
5.65839
5.65006
5.64598
5.65028
5.67061
5.69643
5.76215
5.83020
5.96950
6.08021
6.26220
6.39063
6.59090
6.72857
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Figure 2.6.3a Dispersion curves of a cylindrical shell for n=2 (this study)
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Table 2.6.3 Numerical comparison with Herrmann's, for n=2
1st mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
0.97620
0.97766
0.98357
0.99764
1.02399
1.06562
1.12371
1.19775
1.28614
1.38679
1.49754
1.61646
1.74190
1.87250
2.00719
2.14511
2.28559
2.42809
2.57220
2.71758
2.86397
this study
1.95500
1.96740
2.00307
2.05812
2.12775
2.20750
2.29397
2.38495
2.47920
2.57621
2.67582
2.77806
2.88302
2.99073
3.10121
3.21440
3.33022
3.44857
3.56930
3.69228
3.81738
Herrmann
0.97590
0.97738
0.98329
1.00154
1.02372
1.07565
1.12346
1.21410
1.28589
1.40797
1.49731
1.64082
1.74167
1.89890
2.00694
2.17276
2.28532
2.45651
2.57190
2.74647
2.86366
Herrmann
1.95501
1.96739
2.00308
2.07103
2.12777
2.22437
2.29405
2.40366
2.47931
2.59606
2.67598
2.79903
2.88323
3.01285
3.10147
3.23763
3.33053
3.47284
3.56963
3.71748
3.81773
3rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
2.80225
2.81110
2.83760
2.88152
2.94234
3.01907
3.11012
3.21329
3.32588
3.44490
3.56738
3.69053
3.81208
3.93035
4.04441
4.15401
4.25940
4.36123
4.46023
4.55722
4.65291
Herrmann
2.80274
2.81160
2.83808
2.89284
2.94282
3.03666
3.11062
3.23565
3.32638
3.46973
3.56791
3.71562
3.81273
3.95423
4.04518
4.17624
4.26031
4.38227
4.46131
4.57761
4.65414
this study
4.17863
4.18275
4.19512
4.21576
4.24470
4.28204
4.32790
4.38247
4.44600
4.51872
4.60081
4.69219
4.79236
4.90019
5.01387
5.13095
5.24876
5.36484
5.47756
5.58632
5.69145
Herrmann
4.18020
4.18435
4.19673
4.22249
4.24630
4.29214
4.32955
4.39609
4.44768
4.53608
4.60256
4.71330
4.79416
4.92442
5.01580
5.15658
5.25092
5.39003
5.48004
5.61029
5.69426
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
5.42915
5.43041
5.43423
5.44073
5.45011
5.46266
5.47875
5.49885
5.52351
5.55338
5.58918
5.63180
5.68220
5.74154
5.81109
5.89213
5.98577
6.09250
6.21190
6.34243
6.48164
Herrmann
5.43244
5.43373
5.43753
5.44567
5.45343
5.46888
5.48208
5.50671
5.52682
5.56335
5.59251
5.64456
5.68553
5.75794
5.81440
5.91311
5.98904
6.11866
6.21517
6.37297
6.48500
this study
6.19050
6.19369
6.20329
6.21938
6.24206
6.27141
6.30745
6.35014
6.39933
6.45480
6.51625
6.58333
6.65568
6.73294
6.81478
6.90093
6.99119
7.08544
7.18367
7.28595
7.39241
Herrmann
6.19176
6.19500
6.20465
6.22488
6.24370
6.27995
6.30948
6.36176
6.40184
6.46945
6.51931
6.60080
6.65936
6.75301
6.81911
6.92338
6.99617
7.11012
7.18931
7.31294
7.39873
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Figure 2.6.4a Dispersion curves of a cylindrical shell for n=3 (this study)
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Table 2.6.4 Numerical comparison with Herrmann's, for n=3
1st mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
2.06925
2.06998
2.07265
2.07861
2.08957
2.10721
2.13290
2.16755
2.21163
2.26522
2.32808
2.39973
2.47958
2.56693
2.66106
2.76127
2.86687
2.97724
3.09180
3.21005
3.33151
this study
2.77600
2.78376
2.80648
2.84267
2.89037
2.94752
3.01232
3.08331
3.15939
3.23980
3.32400
3.41163
3.50247
3.59634
3.69312
3.79269
3.89495
3.99979
4.10712
4.21682
4.32878
Herrmann
2.06871
2.06943
2.07210
2.07980
2.08903
2.11115
2.13239
2.17511
2.21115
2.27659
2.32761
2.41460
2.47909
2.58478
2.66058
2.78150
2.86639
2.99934
3.09133
3.23361
3.33103
Herrmann
2.77607
2.78383
2.80657
2.85144
2.89045
2.96001
3.01244
3.09827
3.15953
3.25651
3.32418
3.42977
3.50272
3.61575
3.69341
3.81327
3.89532
4.02146
4.10754
4.23949
4.32927
3rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
3.82371
3.82984
3.84811
3.87812
3.91921
3.97044
4.03059
4.09819
4.17158
4.24905
4.32895
4.40984
4.49062
4.57058
4.64945
4.72729
4.80439
4.88118
4.95816
5.03579
5.11448
Herrmann
3.82435
3.83048
3.84877
3.88615
3.91986
3.98247
4.03123
4.11313
4.17225
4.26556
4.32965
4.42676
4.49138
4.58723
4.65025
4.74358
4.80529
4.89752
4.95913
5.05247
5.11552
this study
5.08233
5.08503
5.09320
5.10704
5.12690
5.15323
5.18659
5.22757
5.27677
5.33466
5.40151
5.47718
5.56104
5.65190
5.74805
5.84745
5.94806
6.04824
6.14705
6.24425
6.34012
Herrmann
5.08442
5.08709
5.09529
5.11257
5.12896
5.16142
5.18865
5.23883
5.27885
5.34944
5.40367
5.49553
5.56326
5.67306
5.75043
5.87003
5.95071
6.07097
6.15001
6.26669
6.34344
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
5.64876
5.65159
5.66006
5.67415
5.69383
5.71904
5.74977
5.78601
5.82780
5.87525
5.92858
5.98810
6.05428
6.12778
6.20934
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Herrmann
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Table 2.6.5 Numerical comparison with Herrmann's, for n=4
1st mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2nd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
3.01326
3.01359
3.01487
3.01794
3.02393
3.03396
3.04905
3.06997
3.09729
3.13133
3.17225
3.22006
3.27463
3.33574
3.40311
3.47641
3.55529
3.63937
3.72827
3.82162
3.91908
this study
3.53823
3.54422
3.56186
3.59024
3.62812
3.67419
3.72726
3.78629
3.85044
3.91906
3.99163
4.06778
4.14720
4.22969
4.31506
4.40318
4.49394
4.58723
4.68296
4.78106
4.88143
Herrmann
3.01269
3.01304
3.01430
3.01832
3.02341
3.03604
3.04854
3.07443
3.09679
3.13848
3.17178
3.22997
3.27417
3.34828
3.40266
3.49131
3.55487
3.65634
3.72785
3.84035
3.91863
Herrmann
3.53844
3.54444
3.56209
3.59731
3.62832
3.68449
3.72750
3.79897
3.85068
3.93356
3.99193
4.08376
4.14756
4.24693
4.31551
4.42160
4.49443
4.60674
4.68352
4.80155
4.88207
3rd mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
4th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
4.88568
4.88980
4.90207
4.92223
4.94985
4.98432
5.02492
5.07080
5.12108
5.17483
5.23124
5.28958
5.34931
5.41007
5.47170
5.53419
5.59765
5.66226
5.72824
5.79581
5.86519
Herrmann
4.88634
4.89049
4.90271
4.92781
4.95049
4.99262
5.02554
5.08115
5.12168
5.18652
5.23185
5.30203
5.34988
5.42292
5.47234
5.54742
5.59829
5.67598
5.72888
5.81019
5.86586
this study
6.03653
6.03856
6.04474
6.05542
6.07107
6.09226
6.11961
6.15367
6.19489
6.24354
6.29963
6.36288
6.43260
6.50777
6.58706
6.66905
6.75243
6.83632
6.92026
7.00423
7.08842
Herrmann
6.03946
6.04147
6.04766
6.06101
6.07392
6.10009
6.12246
6.16418
6.19777
6.25705
6.30254
6.37932
6.43565
6.52647
6.59031
6.68902
6.75596
6.85681
6.92410
7.02504
7.09255
5th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
6th mode
k(*pi)
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
this study
6.29098
6.29434
6.30436
6.32082
6.34343
6.37186
6.40582
6.44504
6.48935
6.53869
6.59311
6.65279
6.71807
6.78942
6.86739
6.95245
7.04476
7.14406
7.24952
7.35994
7.47394
Herrmann
6.29355
6.29691
6.30697
6.32751
6.34614
6.38101
6.40869
6.45641
6.49235
6.55223
6.59628
6.66860
6.72137
6.80783
6.87079
6.97377
7.04826
7.16827
7.25318
7.38629
7.47790
this study
8.12548
8.12660
8.12997
8.13568
8.14386
8.15468
8.16832
8.18497
8.20486
8.22816
8.25508
8.28581
8.32052
8.35939
8.40260
8.45031
8.50269
8.55992
8.62213
8.68946
8.76197
Herrmann
8.13632
8.13735
8.14075
8.14785
8.15451
8.16776
8.17892
8.19921
8.21533
8.24366
8.26544
8.30273
8.33078
8.37797
8.41284
8.47068
8.51293
8.58227
8.63244
8.71393
8.77239

Chapter 3 Characteristics of waves in cylindrical shells
3.1 Introduction
The behavior of cylindrical shells differs from that of flat plates because of their inherent
geometrical condition, namely the effect of the curvature, which in a cylindrical shell, is
the reciprocal of the radius. In flat plates, there are only horizontally straight boundary
conditions without any curvature effect. For this reason, the phenomena of reflection and
transmission of waves in flat plates are relatively simpler than those in rods or cylindrical
shells. This simplicity makes it possible to analyze the dynamic behavior of flat plates using
two types of uncoupled waves, i.e., Rayleigh (SV-P) and Love (SH) waves. Indeed, it can
be shown that, without any loss in generality, flat plate problems with various loading
conditions can be solved by combining two wave propagation problems: a two-
dimensional (in-plane) problem, and a one-dimensional (anti-plane) wave propagation
problem. In the analysis of cylindrical shells, however, this combination is not sufficient to
represent the complicated behavior of the curved environment, such as helical waves.
Specifically, decoupled SH and SV-P waves in cylindrical shells may exist only in a few
special cases when the waves propagate only along the axial (z) or azimuthal (0)
directions. In principle, a rigorous solution to point sources on the shell would entail
solving a rather large set of fully coupled eigenvalue problems in the axial and azimuthal
wavenumbers, followed by a double Fourier transform in these wavenumbers back into the
spatial domain. For thick shells, this alternative has a prohibitive computational cost, and
is thus not practical.
In this chapter, we investigate the characteristics of waves in cylindrical shells so as to
establish the foundations of a practical method that can be used to obtain solutions in
affordable time. With this goal in mind, we first express the wavenumbers k, n in terms of
polar coordinates, and then transform the displacement vectors in cylindrical coordinates
to displacement vectors in an ad-hoc, local curved system of coordinates on the shell's
surface. The use of these transformed wavenumbers and coordinates makes our
investigation more convenient and allows us to approach our goal in a more intuitive
fashion.
The main focus in this chapter is on studying how the characteristics of waves are affected
as their direction of propagation is changed. This difference reflects the effect of the
curvature, because each different propagation direction has different curvature and helical
travel path. We consider the dispersion curves (eigenvalues) and mode shapes
(eigenvectors) for waves in cylindrical shells traveling in various directions, which we then
compare with those of flat plates. On the base of these investigations, we arrive at an
alternative method in which we form the solution in terms of two uncoupled SV-P and SH
modes, but in the transformed system of coordinates, and not in the original cylindrical
system. While clearly an approximation, this alternative method may well produce
accurate solutions to impulsive point sources. While the results look promising, we did not
find any numerical results in the technical literature on this problem, nor did we locate
reports on rigorous solutions against which our results could have been compared, so a
final judgment on the accuracy of our method remains pending.
3.2 Transformation of coordinates
3.2.1 Wavenumbers in polar coordinates
In chapter 2, we developed the system eq. (2.4.12) in terms of k and n, which in
cylindrical coordinates represent the axial and azimuthal wavenumbers, respectively. If
waves with these wavenumbers were observed on a cylindrical surface at a given radial
distance, they would appear to move along a helical path with constant inclination to the
cylinder's axis. Moreover, if the cylindrical surface were cut longitudinally and unwrapped
into a flat surface, the helical path would show up as a straight line forming an angle a
with the z axis, and the waves would seem to have a wavefront that is perpendicular to the
direction of propagation. The particle motions, however, would not necessarily coincide
with either the direction of propagation or that of the normal "plane" containing the
wavefront. In other words, the polarization of the waves would not necessarily be that of
waves in flat plates, nor would the waves be "plane" because the helical direction would
change gradually with distance to the axis. Nonetheless, these considerations suggest that,
within the unwrapped surface, it is possible to interpret the pairs k, n and 77, a as the
Cartesian and polar components, respectively, of the wavenumber of a wave which is
"plane" in the local system. In this interpretation, n is not restricted to be an integer
number.
Fig. 3.2.1 shows the local wavenumbers 17, a. Let r be the distance from the axis to the
cylindrical surface under observation, and y the distance in the circumferential direction
from the local origin of coordinates to the observation point. It follows that
y=rO (3.2.1)
With reference to fig. 3.2.1, the Cartesian and polar components of the wavenumber are
related in local coordinates as
77Z = r/cosa (3.2.2a)
77,= 7sina (3.2.2b)
In terms of these quantities, equations (2.4.2a,b) can be expressed as
U = U exp[i(co t - roy - 77z)] (3.2.3a)
P = P exp[i(co t - roY- 772z)] (3.2.3b)
Considering equations (3.2.1), (3.2.2), (3.2.3), and (2.4.2), we obtain the following
relationships between k, n, 77, and a:
k = 77cosa (3.2.4a)
n = r 77sin a (3.2.4b)
Eqs. (3.2.3) can be interpreted as a "plane" wave with wavenumber 77, which propagates
along the direction a. It should be noted that this direction changes with distance to the
axis, since tan a = n / kr ; however, if the shell is not too thick, this change may not be
important.
" -
1o)
Figure 3.2.1 Local wavenumbers i and ao
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3.2.2 Transformation of displacement vector
In chapter 2, we expressed the displacement vector in cylindrical coordinates in the form
U=[Ur uO uz (3.2.5)
We proceed next to transform this vector into local curvilinear coordinates. For this
purpose, we define the local displacement vector as ii = [u v w]T, whose components
are illustrated in fig. 3.2.2. Our goal is to find out whether or not in the local system, u
and w are due mostly to SV-P waves, and v to SH waves. Fig 3.2.2a shows the
displacement vector in global cylindrical coordinates, while fig 3.2.2b depicts the
displacement vector in local curvilinear coordinates. The relationship between global and
local displacements can be written as
u = Tii (3.2.6a)
or
Ur sina cosa ui
uo = cosa -sina v (3.2.6b)
The inverse relationship is then of the form
i = TT u (3.2.7a)
or
u 
. -1 Ur
v} = sin a cos a - uo (3.2.7b)
w cosa 
-sina uz
It should be noted that when the displacements are expressed on local coordinates, this
affects only the modal matrix 4 in equations (2.4.16a,b), but does not change the
eigenvalue matrix 0, since the eigenvalues are invariant under a change of coordinates.
Hence, eqs. (2.4.16) transform into
- T1 I = I (3.2.8a)
43 K-4 = 02 (3.2.8b)
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Ay(=rf)
-Y
Figure 3.2.2a Displacement vector in global cylindrical coordinates
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-+ y(=rO)
Figure 3.2.2b Displacement vector in local curvilinear coordinates
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where
9I = T T MT
K= TT T
(3.2.9a)
(3.2.9b)
(3.2.9c)
As mentioned chapter 2, the stiffness matrix K in eq. (2.4.16b) is a 3N x 3N matrix
which is composed of nine sub-matrices as given by eq. (2.4.12). After carrying out the
transformation implied by eqs. 3.2.9, the stiffness matrix in local coordinates is of the form
K = TKT =
kI
k l
K31,
k12
k22
k32
k13
k23
k33
(3.2.10)
in which
k,, = k2 2 sin 2 a +k 33 cos2 a+2k 23 sin a cosa
22 = k22 cs 2 a + k 33 sin2 a- 2 k 23 sina cosa
k33 = k1
k 1 2 = 21 = (k22 - k33) sin a cosa - k 2 (sin 2 a - cos2 a)
k 13 = k31 = -k2 sin a - kl3 cosa (3
k 23 = k 3 2 = -k1 2 cosa +k13 sina (3
On the other hand, from the components k ; of the global stiffness matrix K
ki,
K = k21
k31
k12 k13
k22 k23
k32 k33
(3.2.11a)
(3.2.11b)
(3.2.11c)
(3.2.11d)
3.2.11e)
.2.11f)
(3.2.12)
we obtain the complete expression for the sub-matrices in local coordinates as
k, = A2 (r sin a) 2 +A (r 2 sinacosa)+ A" (qcosa)2 +Grr
22 = A' (r rsin a) 2 + A' (r q2 sin a cosa) + A'(cosa)2 + G
k 33 = A" (r 77sin a)2 + A (r 72 sinacosa)+ A(qcosa)2 + G'
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(3.2.13a)
(3.2.13b)
(3.2.13c)
k1 2 =k 21 = -BO (r sin a)- B (r/cosa) (3.2.13d)
113 = k1, =-B o (r 7sina)-B (7cosa) (3.2.13e)
i23 = k32 = Ao (r 7sina) 2 + A (r 772 sin a cosa) + A (77cosa)2 + Go  (3.2.13f)
In the local system, the eigenvalue problem is then
ki-I 2f 11 k12 k13
k21 k22 - C222 k23 = 0 (3.2.14)
k31 k32 k33 21m133
Solution of this equation yields the eigenvalue matrix 0 and the eigenvector matrix 0 in
local coordinates.
3.3 Comparison of cylindrical shells and flat plates
In section 2.3.2, we compared the layer matrices for cylindrical thin layers with those for
flat layers, and we verified that a cylinder with large radius has layer matrices that
approximate those of a flat plate. Encouraged by those results, we proceed in this section
to investigate the characteristics of helical waves in local coordinates, which we compare
with those of waves in flat plates. With this goal in mind, we choose a cylindrical shell and
a flat plate with identical material properties and thickness. Also, because the angle of
propagation (the helix angle) depends on the radial position of the unwrapped surface, we
employ several radii to relate the global and local wavenumbers, to solve in turn for the
eigenvalues, and to plot the dispersion curves. In particular, we consider first two special
propagation directions, namely the axial and azimuthal directions (a = 0' and a = 90",
respectively), because for those directions, SV-P and SH wave fully uncouple. The results
obtained indicate that the larger the radius of a cylindrical shell, the more it behaves like a
flat plate.
We consider the dispersion curves for first three SV-P modes (u, w components) and the
first SH mode (v component). Analysis of the results indicates that the behavior of waves
in cylindrical shells approaches that of flat plates as the radius of the shell is increased. We
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carry out the analyses for shells with inner radii of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0m, and a
thickness of 0.20 m. Thus, the ratios between thickness and the radius are 0.20, 0.10,
0.067, 0.05, and 0.04, respectively. As the thickness to radius ratios are decreased, the
shells behaves more and more like a thin shell, so that the ambiguity in mapping global and
local wavenumbers decreases. We consider a range of wavenumber 77 between 0.05 n
and 1.00 lr. The material properties are as given below.
Poisson's ratio (concrete) v = 0.2
shear wave velocity (concrete) c,= 2.013 m/ms
thickness of both the shell and flat plate h = 0.20 m
inner radii of cylindrical shells ri = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 m
3.3.1 Dispersion curves of waves for a= 00
Figs. 3.3.1 - 3.3.4 show the dispersion curves for the 1 st, 2 nd, 3 rd SV-P modes and the 1st
SH mode, respectively, of waves propagating in the axial direction(a = 0 ). We increase
the radius from 1.0 to 5.0 m and observe that the behavior of cylindrical shells approaches
that of flat plates. As shown in fig. 3.3.1, the 1st SV-P modes converges to that of the flat
plate, as either the radius, the wavenumber, or both are increased. Figures 3.3.2 and 3.3.3,
on the other hand, show the dispersion curves for the 2 nd and 3 rd SV-P modes for axial
wavenumbers in the range of 0.05 7r to 0.50 ;r. These two figures also demonstrate
convergence to the flat plate solution, but the convergence of the 2 nd and 3 rd SV-P modes
is faster than that of the 1st SV-P mode. In addition, it can be seen that the modes in a
cylindrical shell have phase velocities in excess of those in a flat plate. This observation
implies that as the radius is increased, the waves in the axial direction of the shell slow
down, because hoop stresses play a lesser role in stiffening the shell. The results show
again that with increases in of both radius and wavenumber, cylindrical shells and flat
plates exhibit similar behaviors. Fig. 3.3.4 shows the dispersion curves for the 1st SH
mode. As can be seen, all the cylindrical shells of different radii show almost the same
behavior as the flat plate for the 1st SH mode; this remains true for the higher SH modes as
well.
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-ri=1.0 m
----- ri=2.0 m
------ ri=3.0 m
- ------- ri=4.0 m
--.------------ ri=5.0 m
a flat plate
0.35n 0.50c 0.65r
wavenumber i1
0.807c 0.957
Figure 3.3.1 Dispersion curves for 1st SV-P modes with increase of radii (a = 0")
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Figure 3.3.2 Dispersion curves for 2nd SV-P modes with increase of radii (a = 00)
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Figure 3.3.3 Dispersion curves for 3"' SV-P modes with increase of radii (a = 0 )
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Figure 3.3.4 Dispersion curves for 1 st SH modes with increase of radii (a = 0°)
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3.3.2 Dispersion curves of waves for a = 900
Figs. 3.3.5 - 3.3.8 show the dispersion curves for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd SV-P modes and the 1st
SH mode, respectively, when the waves propagate in the circumferential direction
(a = 900). In fig. 3.3.5b, we enlarge and present in more detail the low wavenumber range
of fig. 3.3.5a. Comparing with the dispersion curves for a = 0', we observe that the
convergence to a flat plate is slower for a = 900 than for a = 00. In addition, the
dispersion curve of the 1st SV-P mode begins to converge to the flat plate mode only for
wavenumbers in excess of the azimuthal wavenumber n = 1. The reason for this is that the
pair of wavenumbers n=l, k-O in cylindrical coordinates defines a rigid-body mode which
has zero frequency. Because of this, the convergence to the phase velocity of a flat plate is
"from below". By contrast, and as shown in fig 3.3.8, the 1st SH mode is nearly identical to
that of a flat plate, as was observed earlier for a = 0 . Thus, we expect that the (weakly
coupled) SH modes along oblique directions will behave like those in a flat plate.
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Figure 3.3.5a Dispersion curves for 1st SV-P modes with increase of radii (a = 90 )
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Figure 3.3.5b Dispersion curves for 1 st SV-P modes for low wavenumbers (a = 900)
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Figure 3.3.6 Dispersion curves for 2 nd SV-P modes with increase of radii (a = 90")
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Figure 3.3.7 Dispersion curves for 3" SV-P modes with increase of radii (a = 90 )
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Figure 3.3.8 Dispersion curves for 1st SH modes with increase of radii (a = 90 )
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3.3.3 Remarks
In the previous sections, we observed the behavior of two special waves, namely purely
axial and purely circumferential waves. We also compared their dispersion curves with
those of a flat plate of the same thickness. We found that the wave behavior in cylindrical
shells differs from that of flat plates due to the curvature effect, and that the differences
become more pronounced as the curvature is increased. We also observed that higher
modes converge faster than lower modes to the behavior of flat plates. In the synthesis of
response signals to point sources (time histories or signatures), we shall use all of the
modes from the lowest to the highest modes, but we shall decouple the SV-P and SH
modes, and also assume that along a specific direction, the signatures can be obtained by a
Hankel transform with the wavenumbers and frequencies for that direction (i.e. a quasi-flat
plate model). Unlike the flat plate, however, the eigenvalues (and thus the signatures) will
depend on the direction of propagation. Also, since we will have made the azimuthal
wavenumber continuous, we have in effect removed the circumferential periodicity; hence,
to recover in the codas the effect of waves traveling more than once around the shell, we
shall rely on the method of images. The effect of these wave on the signatures, however, is
important only at late times, which is often not of interest. An example is the simulation of
the impulse-echo method for non-destructive testing.
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3.4 Characteristics of waves in cylindrical shells
In section 3.3, we compared the behaviors of cylindrical shell with those of a flat plate, for
waves which propagate only in the axial or azimuthal directions. In this section, we
examine in more detail the characteristics of waves for intermediate directions of
propagation. In section 3.4.1, we show the dispersion curves and the variation of phase
velocities in terms of the propagation direction. In section 3.4.2, we present the mode
shapes for various propagation directions.
Consider a cylindrical shell with the geometry and material properties shown in fig. 3.4.1
and listed in table 3.4.1.
Table 3.4.1 Material properties and geometry
Layer 1 2 3 4 5
shear velocity(m/ms) 2.013 3.200 2.013 3.200 2.013
Poisson's ration 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2
mass density(ton/m3) 2.40 7.85 2.40 7.85 2.40
thickness(m) 0.0418 0.0016 0.1159 0.0020 0.0249
inner radius 1.070 m
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Layer 1 concrete
Layer 2 steel
Layer 3 concrete
Layer 4 steel
Figure 3.4.1 Considered cylindrical shell with 5 layers
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Layer 3 concrete
3.4.1 Observations on dispersion curves
Figs. 3.4.2 - 3.4.5 display the dispersion curves for a = 0, 300, 600, and 900,
respectively. For a = 0' and a = 900, each mode is fully uncoupled and can be separated
into SV-P (u, w) and SH (v) modes. Therefore, we can identify each mode from its modal
components and ascending frequency sequence, for instance the 4th SV-P mode. For
intermediate angles, on the other hand, the modes are fully coupled, since they involve all
three (u, v, w) components. Thus, we can only identify each mode by its ordering, e.g., 4"'
mode. Nonetheless, we also find that in a given mode, either the u, w components or the v
component dominate, so in this sense we could also label these modes as being mainly of
the SV-P or the SH types. Thus, in figures. 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, the 4t mode corresponds to
the 2nd SH mode in figures 3.4.5 and 3.4.2.
As seen in these four figures, the coupled modes do not correspond exactly to the
uncoupled modes, but exhibit similar trends as the wavenumber r7 is changed. These four
figures show for the 1st mode that when the angle is increased from 0' to 90', the
minimum phase velocity and the phase velocity at r = 0.1;r decrease monotonically. On
the other hand, from figs. 3.4.2 and 3.4.5 it can be observed that the 1st SH wave modes
are non-dispersive. These two non-dispersive modes are associated with purely torsional
motions (6-component) and purely longitudinal shear motions (z-component),
respectively. The 2nd mode in figures 3.4.3 (a = 30 ) and 3.4.4 (a = 60 ) is dispersive for
low wavenumber and non-dispersive for high wavenumber, like those in figures 3.4.2 and
3.4.5. Similar trends are observed for the 3'd, 4t , 5, 6 th and 7th modes as the direction of
propagation is changed. In the next section, we show the mode shapes associated with fig.
3.4.1, from which we can recognize the relationship with the modes in figs. 3.4.2 - 3.4.5.
Figures 3.4.6, 3.4.7, and 3.4.8 show the variation of phase velocity, normalized with
respect to a reference phase velocity of 0O, with increase in the wavenumber ( rl = 1.0 7z,
2.0 z, 3.0;r, 4.0;r, and 5.07r). Figs. 3.4.6, 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 present the 1st, 2 nd and 3 rd
mode, respectively. As explained before, only the modes for a = 0' and a = 90 are
uncoupled modes, while the others are fully coupled modes. In all three figures, it is seen
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that as the wavenumber 7 is increased, the curves approach asymptotically the horizontal
at a unit distance. This observation indicates that there is no much difference between
a = 0 and a = 90'. Fig. 3.4.7 reveals that the 2nd mode in figs. 3.4.3 (a = 30') and 3.4.4
(a = 60') are dispersive for low wavenumbers. In other word, the normalized phase
velocity for 17 = 1.0;r in fig. 3.4.7 exceeds the value 1. for 0 <5 a _40°, and is less than 1.
for 40° 5 a 900. In addition, as the wavenumber 77 is increased, we can see that all
curves converge to a single curve. These two observations point to the existence of both
dispersive and non dispersive 2nd modes in figures 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. Meanwhile, figures
3.4.6 and 3.4.7 show that the normalized phase velocities are almost identical for
77 = 4.0;r and 5.0;r. This phenomenon is related to the fact that in figs. 3.4.2 - 3.4.5, the
phase velocity for the 1st and 2 nd modes converge for high values of the wavenumber r . In
addition, we recognize that there is a smooth transition in phase velocity when the angle of
propagation changes from a = 0' to a = 90". This observation suggests that it should be
possible to obtain approximate values for the phase velocities at intermediate angles from
the results for a = 00 and a = 900.
Figs. 3.4.9 and 3.4.10 show the variation in phase velocity with wavenumber (or
wavelength) as a function of the propagation angle. In these figures, the magnitude of the
vector from the origin to each point on the curves represents the phase velocity, while the
direction of this vector coincides with the direction of propagation. Therefore, the
horizontal axes in figs. 3.4.9 and 3.4.10 represent the z component of phase velocity and
the vertical axes the 0 component of phase velocity. These figures convey the same
information as figs. 3.4.6 - 3.4.8, but in a different way. While figures 3.4.9 and 3.4.10
show only the 1st modes, they depict a wider range of wavenumbers (7 = 0.2 z to 10.0 r).
In the neighborhood of the axial direction, the phase velocity decreases, which
corresponds to the first decreasing part of the 1st SV-P mode in fig. 3.4.2. On the other
hand, the phase velocity increases near the azimuthal direction.
From these figures, we observe that the shape of the phase curves evolves from something
resembling lenticular or a lemniscata to oval shapes that look like (but are not quite the
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same as) ellipses. Fig. 3.4.9f shows the patterns of phase velocity for wavenumber in the
range 77 = 0.2 z to 1.0 ;r, while figs. 3.4.10a to 3.4.1 Of depict the patterns for
wavenumbers in the range from 77 = 2 .0 f to 10.0O. In this range of wavenumbers, the
patterns evolve from ellipse-like figures to almost circular shapes, with nearly isotropic
phase velocity. In other words, the phase velocities along all propagation directions are
nearly identical. This same information was also shown in fig. 3.4.6 when we observed
that the normalized phase velocities had a horizontal asymptote at high wavenumbers.
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3.4.2 Observations on mode shapes
Figs. 3.4.11 to 3.4.16 show the mode shapes for the two wavenumbers 77 = 1.0 K and
7 = 5.0 ;r corresponding to the cylindrical shell shown in fig. 3.4.1. The mode shapes are
plotted along the radial direction from the inner radius (r,=1.0700 m) to the outer radius
(ro =1.2562 m). Clearly, modes of the same modal order have almost same shape for
different propagation directions (a = 00 to 900).
Figures 3.4.1 la, b, c, and d present the 1st modal shapes for 1.07r and a = 00, 300, 600,
and 90', respectively. Figures 3.4.11 a and d show that the modes for a = 0' and a = 90'
are the 1st SV-P mode in which the w component is dominant. Figures 3.4.1 lb and c also
show that the mode shapes for a = 30 and a = 60 are mainly SV-P modes since the w
component is the dominant one.
Figures 3.4.12a, b, c, and d show the 2nd mode shapes for 1.0;r and a = 0', 30", 600, and
900, respectively. Figures 3.4.12a and d show that the modes for a = 0' and a = 90 are
the 1st SH mode in which the v component is dominant, while figures 3.4.12b and c show
that the mode shapes for a = 30' and a = 60 correspond mainly to an SH mode since
the v component is the dominant one.
Similarly, figures 3.4.13, 14, 15, and 16 indicate that for the higher modes, the SV-P or
SH motion components dominate, and that these modes are not strongly coupled.
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3.4.3 Remarks
In this section 3.4, we observed several dispersion curves and mode shapes for a given
cylindrical shell. From this observation, we noticed that the two special modes of SV-P (u,
w components) and SH (v component) waves are only weakly coupled. The dispersion
curves showed that as the wavelengths become shorter, the phase velocities become nearly
independent of the direction of propagation. We also recognized that the mode shapes
themselves are almost independent of the propagation direction. These observations
motivated us to analyze the response of cylindrical shells to normal point sources by using
the same algorithm as in Kausel [1994], who formulated the thin layer method in the time
domain so as to obtain transients in flat plates. Its is expected that the use of this algorithm
will produce very reasonable solutions for point excitation in a cylindrical shell,
particularly if the shell is not too thick.
In addition, we have observed that if we neglect the sub-matrices in the dynamic stiffness
matrix which couple the "in-plane" and "anti-plane" components, we obtain virtually the
same results. This approximation, which results in substantial savings in the computational
effort, de facto uncouple the system equations into pure SV-P modes and pure SH modes.
Therefore, we solve not a 3N x 3N system equation, but two system equations of order
2N x 2N and N x N, respectively. Solving the two smaller system equations is
considerably faster than solving a single 3N x 3N fully coupled system equation, and
yields almost the same results. In section 3.5, we will examine the effect of neglecting
these non-dominant elements.
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3.5 Reduced thin layer matrices
In sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, we suggested the possibility of analyzing a cylindrical shell by
using only uncoupled SV-P and SH modes. This is accomplished by neglecting the
coupling terms in the stiffness matrix, and results in significant savings in the
computational effort. Clearly, this alternative method is only approximate, and does not
constitute an exact solution. By contrast, the use of uncoupled SV-P and SH modes for
flat plates and horizontally layered media leads to exact solutions.
In this section, we examine the quality of the approximation referred to above. To this
effect, we proceed to eliminate the coupling elements in the system equations, i.e., the four
sub-matrices k 1 2 , k 21, k 23 , k 3 2 in eq. (3.2.10). This elimination decomposes the system
into a 2N x 2N set of equations and another of order N x N. Consequently, the
eigenvalue problems for each mode are of the form
i 1 - 33=0 (3.5.1a)
E22 -co 2 2 2 =0 (3.5. 1b)
As it turns out, the solution of these two problems involves considerably less
computational effort than the solution of the original problem in 3N x 3N system of
equations. Hence, we may obtain an approximate solution with good accuracy and save
substantially in the cost of the analysis.
To asses this alternative method, we evaluate the dispersion curves and mode shapes by
means of the reduced thin layer matrices and compare them with those of the full thin layer
matrices.
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3.5.1 Comparison of dispersion curves
Figs. 3.5.1 - 3.5.3 show the normalized phase velocity obtained with both the full and the
reduced thin layer matrices. The ranges of wavenumbers and modes considered are the
same as in section 3.4.1. In each figure, the first plot (A) is for the full thin layer matrices
while the second plot (B) is for the reduced thin layer matrices. Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2
show the results for the 1st and 2 nd modes in the low wavenumber range ( 77 = 1.0 r).
While difference between the two results are evident, the differences for higher
wavenumbers narrow down considerably. On the other hand, fig. 3.5.3 showing the 3rd
modes demonstrates that the results by the two approaches are virtually identical. As
previously anticipated, the results obtained by solving the reduced thin layer matrices are
almost the same as those of by solving the full thin layer matrices.
Fig. 3.5.4 compare the phase velocities for wavenumbers in the range 77 = 0.2 ;r to 1.0 7r,
obtained again by using the full and reduced matrices. Once more, we observe that as the
wavenumber q increases, the two method converge. Similar observations apply to fig.
3.5.5. Fig. 3.5.6 displays the comparison for higher range of wavenumbers, namely
77 = 2.0 r to 10.0 ;. Yet again, the difference between the two results in this range of
wavenumber is less than for the lower range of wavenumbers.
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3.5.2 Comparison of mode shapes
In this section, we compare the modal shapes for the modes and propagation directions
considered in section 3.4.2 computed by both the exact (fully coupled) and approximate
(uncoupled) methods. When a = 0O and a = 900, the modal shapes of the two matrices
are exactly equal to each other because the two system equations are exactly same in this
situation. Thus, we need only consider the two intermediate directions, namely a = 30'
and a = 60'. Figures 3.5.8, 3.5.9, and 3.5.10 display a comparison for the 1st, 2"d, and 3 rd
mode shapes and for 7 = 1.0 7r. As can be seen, the results obtained by the two methods
agree well. For example, fig. 3.5.9b compares the 2 nd modal shape for 77 = 1.0 r and
a = 60'; we observe that either the SV-P (case A) or SH (case B) motion components are
dominant. Fig. 3.5.10b shows that for the 3'd mode and 77 = 1.0 r, a = 60 the non-
dominant SH mode is negligible.
Figs. 3.5.11 to 3.5.13 also compare the mode shapes for 77 = 5.0 z . As seen in fig. 3.5.1 la,
the non-dominant SH component in the first plot (A) disappears in the second plot (B). By
contrast, figures 3.5.13a, b show two cases ( 3 rd mode, 77 = 5.0zr, a = 30° and a = 60')
where all three component are dominant in the fully coupled method, while the uncoupled
method lacks the SH component. Nonetheless, these discrepancies do not seem to have
major effects on the response computation to point excitations which are normal to the
surface of the shell, because it is the SV-P components which are needed to compute these
displacements, and they are well approximated by the reduced matrix method. In addition,
figs. 3.5.3 show that the eigenvalues of the two methods are almost same.
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3.5.3 Remarks
As observed previously, the elimination of non-dominant elements from the system
equation has no critical effects on the results. Even though some special cases, e.g.,
figures 3.5.13a,b reveal some discrepancies, it is found that synthetic signatures (time
histories) computed by the two methods are in a good agreement. In addition, the
computational effort in the reduced method is substantially lower than when using the fully
coupled method. We show and compare time histories by both the methods in section 4.4.
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Chapter 4. Impulse response in cylindrical laminated shells
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we analyze the dynamic response of cylindrically laminated shells to
impulse loads by means of the proposed method. We first develop the Green's functions in
terms of transformed wavenumbers 77o, 77,(or 77, a ) and their associated modal
matrices, and then we obtain the dynamic response with a Hankel transform along the
helical wave propagation direction.
In sections 4.3 and 4.4, we synthesize seismograms in the cylindrical shell by means of the
full 3N x 3N system equations as well as the reduced 2N x 2N system equations. We then
compare the numerical results with the seismograms for a flat plate having the same
material properties and thickness. We observe the differences between cylindrical shells
and flat plates, and we confirm that there is no much difference between the solution of
full system equation and the solution of the reduced one.
4.2 Impulse response functions
4.2.1 Solution of the transformed system equation
We write the system eq. (2.4.13) in terms of the transformed displacement vectors in the
ad-hoc, local curved coordinate system in the form
P= KU-o 2MJ (4.2.1)
where
-P . -- A .. ---p " ip ]T (4.2.2a)
U U- ii --S.... U i N]T (4.2.2b)
The corresponding eigenvalue problem then changes into
Kji = C M j (4.2.3)
K i =o
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where ~j (j = 1,2,...,3N) is an eigenvector in the transformed coordinate system, and
m2 is the corresponding eigenvalue. The eigenvectors can be grouped into the modal
matrix 4 = i }, which satisfies the standard orthogonality conditions. The eigenvector is
written as
{J Ej i $ ij j 2jv K U
A (4.2.4)
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the eigenvectors are normalized with
respect to the mass matrix, i.e.,
(4.2.5a)
(4.2.5b)
with
a = diag{wj) (j= 1,2,...,3N)
As shown in section 2.4, the solution to eq. (4.2.1) in the time-wavenumber domain can be
obtained by a conventional modal superposition, provided that P in eq. (4.2.1) is of the
separable form
P = P0 (77o, ) f(t)
in which
77o = rsin a
7rl = 7cosa
The solution is then
3N
= y1 h,*f 
in which
= modal participation factor
1h = exp(- jo t) sin(odIj t)
Wdj =
= modal impulse response function (4.2. 10b)
(4.2.10c)
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(4.2.6)
(4.2.7)
(4.2.8a)
(4.2.8b)
(4.2.9)
j = T Po
r, PO (4.2. 10 Oa)
-- w'
In these expressions, the symbol * indicates a convolution and j is the fraction of
viscous modal damping. The use of a damped frequency Cod in eq. (4.2. 10b) allows to
take into consideration the effect of an arbitrary proportional viscous damping. Note that
the modal mass implied by eqs. (4.2.10) is unity because of the normalization of the
eigenvectors in equation (4.2.5a).
4.2.2 Impulse response functions
In order to obtain synthetic seismograms, we need the Green's functions for point sources
which are perpendicular to the surface of the shell. We can express this type of loads in the
form
= 0 (4.2.11)
i g77o, 77z) 8(t)
where n is the layer interface number at which a load is applied, and g(i7o, rl) is the
spatial Fourier transform of the applied load.
An inverse similarity transformation and equations (4.2.9) and (4.2.11) yields the response
of the mth layer interface to a normal point load applied at nth layer in the form
3N
'"(77o, 7z, t) = i g(77, , UL ) nh. (4.2.12a)
j= 1
3N
-mn (7, .)I i on
9s7( , t) = i g(77), )hj (4.2.12b)
j=1
3N
Wm" (771 o7z, t) = g(77o, 77 ) mj Sh j  (4.2.12c)
j=1
where the superscript m indicates the layer where the response is being calculated.
The wavenumbers 77o, rz of equations (4.2.12) can be expressed in terms of 7 and a
according to equations (3.2.2a,b), i.e.,
77 = 7rcosa (3.2.2a)
o = 77sin a (3.2.2b)
Also, the coordinates y (= r 0) and z can be expressed in the form
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y = psina (4.2.13a)
z = pcosa (4.2.13b)
where p = 2 +z2 , and a is the angle of the helix along which the wave propagation
takes place, as shown in fig. 3.2.1.
Performing an inverse Fourier transform in equations (4.2.12), we can obtain the response
in the form
u m.(y,z, t) (20) 1 i nl"(7 e rlz, t) exp(i 77o y) exp(i 77z z)dq77 d77 (4.2.14)
where
i," =[F"" .r" n]T (4.2.15)
If we assume that the waves arriving at receivers located on a helix at some arbitrary angle
a to the z axis ("straight epicentral path") have cylindrical wave fronts (which is not
exactly true, because unlike flat plates, the wave velocities depend somewhat on the
propagation direction), then we can replace the two-dimensional Fourier transform by a
one-dimensional Hankel transform, a strategy that allows us a drastic reduction in the
computational effort, at little cost in accuracy. With this assumption, eq. 4.2.14 changes
into
um"(y,z,t) = um'(p,a,t) = - iim"Jo(r p) ldy (4.2.16)
in which J is the first kind Bessel function of order zero.
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4.3 Seismograms with full system equation
In this section, we display the synthetic seismograms for the shell in section 3.4, which we
compute with the full system eqs. (4.2.1). We consider three propagation directions,
namely a=0, 45 and 90 degrees. We then compare the results with those for a flat plate of
the same thickness and material properties. For added computational stability, we add a
small amount of damping =0.001 (i.e. 0.1%). We compute the seismograms in terms of
normal particle velocity components, which we evaluate and compare on the inner surface
of the shell and the free surface of the plate. In the case of the shell, the seismograms are
weakly dependent on the propagation directions, reflecting the fact that the normal modes
depend on the direction of propagation. This is in agreement with the findings in chapter
three.
Since the wavenumber integration entailed by the Hankel transform is carried out
numerically, and must by necessity be truncated at a finite limit, we replace the normal
point source by a Gaussian bell, because it falls off rapidly in the wavenumber domain. We
choose a bell with radius of 0.005m and a duration of 0.030 ms. The location of the
receivers in the cylindrical shell is defined by their distance p and angle a relative to the
source, as shown in fig. 4.3.1. In particular, we use angles of 0" , 45', 90', and distances
of 0.05m, 0.20m, 0.50m, and 0.80m.
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rFigure 4.3.1 Source and receiver on the inner surface
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Our laminated structures are composed of a thick concrete wall with an internal steel
membrane and a layer of steel reinforcement, as shown in fig. 3.4.1. We place the
receivers on the inner surface of the shell and on the free surface of the plate. On the basis
of this geometry, we expect that P, S, and Rayleigh wave arrivals at the receivers will be
dominated by the properties of concrete, and not those of steel. In our case, the P, S, and
Rayleigh wave velocities for concrete are 3.2872, 2.013, and 1.8117 m/ms, respectively.
Table 4.3.1 shows the expected arrival times for each type of waves and for each receiver.
Table 4.3.1 Expected arrival times of each wave at receivers
Receiver
1 (0.05 m)
2 (0.20 m)
3 (0.50 m)
4 (0.80 m)
Arrival time(msec)
P wave S wave Rayleigh wave
0.0152 0.0248 0.0276
0.0608 0.0993 0.1104
0.1521 0.2484 0.2760
0.2434 0.3974 0.4416
Figures 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 show the responses for the shell and the flat plate. As
can be observed, the seismograms for a = 0" are almost identical to those for the flat
plate. This indicates that for receivers located in an axial direction from the source (i.e.
parallel to the z axis), the curvature effect has little influence on wave behavior; this was
expected from the results of section 3.3 and figs. 3.3.1 to 3.3.4. For a # 00, however, the
curvature has a significant effect on the seismograms, as shown in figs. 3.3.5 to 3.3.8. This
could have been anticipated in the light of the results in section 3.3, where a strong
dependence of wave velocity on the propagation direction was found. It can also be seen
from these figures that the discrepancy between the shell and the plate increases with the
source-receiver distance. Thus, the curvature has more effect on distant receivers that are
not aligned along a parallel to the z axis, particularly if the source and receiver are not on a
common line of sight.
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As demonstrated in figs. 4.3.2 to 4.3.5, P and S waves arrive at their expected arrival time
as shown in table 4.3.1. However, as the angle increases from 0 to 90', the Rayleigh
wave arrival occurs at later times, a fact which can also be inferred from the dispersion
curves in figs. 3.4.2 to 3.4.5 in which the velocity of the first mode falls with increasing
angle.
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4.4 Seismograms obtained with reduced system equation
Here, we consider once more the examples in sections 3.4 and 4.3, which we now re-
compute with the reduced system equation of section 3.5, and compare with the earlier
results. To obtain the seismograms for normal point sources, we write the reduced system
equation in the form
P = KI - co21 (4.4.1)
where
[ -N --1 -N
"' P, Pw" (4.4.2a)
I= -- N u, * iu --- zuI (4.4.2b)
To avoid the proliferation of symbols, we use in equations (4.4.1) and 4.4.2) the same
symbols as in equations (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), except that the dimension of the system
equation is now 2N x 2N, while the traction and displacement vectors are of size 2N x 1.
Hence, we replace eqs. (4.2.12) with the following expressions for the Green's functions
2N
gr(l(o, r, t) = i g(ro, ) "njhh, (4.4.3a)
j= 1
2N
'n(r7o, 77, t) = g(ro, rl,) , " h, (4.4.3b)
j=1
Because of their smaller size, equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.3) can save substantially in the
computational effort that would be required if the full system equation were used.
To test this prediction, we repeat again the examples of the previous section. Figs. 4.4.1 to
4.4.5 show the seismograms computed with both the full and the reduced systems. We
only compare the responses at the 4th receiver for angles in the range 15 to 75*. We do
not include the special angles 0" and 900, because for those angles, the full and reduced
system equations must be identical to each other, as easily verified from equations (3.2.10)
and (3.2.11).
As seen in figs. 4.4.1 to 4.4.5, the two results are almost identical. While in section 3.5 we
found some differences for the low modes when computed by these two methods, it can
be seen that by the time that the seismograms are computed, these differences are no
185
longer important. Hence, we conclude that the reduced method is not only faster, but also
reasonably accurate.
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Figure 4.4.3 Comparison of seismograms of full and reduced system equations at
receiver 4 (a = 450 )
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Figure 4.4.4 Comparison of seismograms of full and reduced system equations at
receiver 4(a = 600 )
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Figure 4.4.5 Comparison of seismograms of full and reduced system equations at
receiver 4(a = 750)
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Chapter 5 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have studied the characteristics of elastic waves in laminated isotropic
and/or anisotropic cylindrical shells by means of the thin layer method in cylindrical
coordinates formulated in the time domain. This formulation is advantageous in that it
requires the solution of only a linear, real-valued symmetric, narrowly banded eigenvalue
problem, which can be solved effectively with existing routines. In particular, we defined
both the wavenumbers and the displacement components in an ad-hoc, local curvilinear
coordinate system which allowed us to obtain synthetic seismograms for sources in
cylindrical shells with affordable computational effort.
From an analysis of the dispersion characteristics and the shapes of the normal modes in
cylindrical shells for various wavenumbers and propagation directions, we learned that
phase velocities change only slowly with propagation direction. In addition, we found that
for high wavenumbers and frequencies, the phase velocities are virtually independent of
the wave propagation directions, and that the wave behavior approaches that of flat plates.
Finally, we determined that when the wave propagation problem is formulated in an ad-
hoc local curvilinear coordinate system, for practical purposes the normal modes uncouple
into SV-P modes and SH modes, since they are only weakly coupled for intermediate
angles of wave propagation, and are fully decoupled for 0 and 90 degrees.
The above observation allowed us to synthesize seismograms for point sources in
cylindrical shells with the same method available for flat plates [Kausel, 1994] . This
allowed us to use a Hankel transform requiring only O(n) operations instead of a two-
dimensional Fourier transform, which would have needed O(n2) operations.
The times of P, S, and R-wave arrival detected in the synthetic seismograms are in
remarkably good agreement with the expected values. In addition, we observed that the
signatures evolve smoothly with the direction of wave propagation. In particular, for a
purely axial direction of propagation, the wave behavior is almost identical to that in flat
plates.
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Based on the practical separation of the normal modes into SV-P and SH modes, we
formulated a reduced uncoupled system which, for all the direction of wave propagation,
provided results that were in excellent agreement with those obtained by solving the fully
coupled system.
In principle, a rigorous solution to point sources on the shell would entail solving a rather
large set of fully coupled eigenvalue problems in the axial and azimuthal wavenumbers,
followed by a double Fourier transform in these wavenumbers back into the spatial
domain. For thick shells, this alternative has a prohibitive computational cost, and is thus
not practical. While clearly an approximation, this developed method may well produce
accurate solutions to any impulsive point source. While the results look very reasonable,
we did not find any numerical results in the technical literature on this problem, nor did we
locate reports on rigorous solutions against which our results could have been compared,
so a final judgment on the accuracy of our method remains pending.
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APPENDIX I. - Material matrices
d{ d16 d, d66 d26 d46  d5d 4  d35
D,, d d 6 6 d56 Doo = d 2 6 d 2 2 d24 zz
= d45 d44 d34{d d 1 2 4 5  34
d d56 d55 d46 d24 d d35 d34 d33
dl6 d12 dl4  d15s d14 d13
DrO =Dr= d 66 d26 d46  Drz zr = d56 d 46 d 36
d56 d25 45 d, 45 d35
d5S d46 d36 d 2 -d1
Doz = Do = d25 d 24 d 23  Drl = DTr d26 -d66
d45 d44 d34 d25 -d56
d 26  -d66 1 25
Do =DT = d 22  -d 26  Dz 1= DTz =  d24
d24 -d46 d23
-d5 6
-d46
-d36
d2 - d22 d2 6 d6
D = D 2d26 -2d66
d25 - d56
d1l -d 1 2
2r r2 1 =D'= 2d
d6 - d26
D 2 z = DT2 = 2d66
d = D 2 5 d2 z 5 = '= 2d
d16 -d 2 6  d15 -d 25
2d66 2d 56  Drr - DIr
d56 d 55
dl 2 -d 2 2  dl4 -d 24
2d 26  2d46  Dr, 
- 
Do
d25  d45
d14 -d 24  d13 -d 23
2d 46  2d36  D, - D1z
d45 d35
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2d 6
Dr 9 +D 0 =d12 d 66
14 +d56,
2d15
Dr + Dzr = d4 +d56
d13 +d5 5
2d 56
Doe +DZo = d25 +d46
d6 +d45
Dr + D 2 r =
42+d6 6 d 4 +d56 ]
2d 26  d 2 5 +d 46
d25 d46  2d45
dl 4 +d 5 6 d 1 3 +d 5 5
2d 46  d36 +d 45
d36 d45  2d35
d25 +d46 d36 +d45
2d24  d23 +d44
d23 +d44 2d 34
-d 2 6 d15 -d 2 5
d66  2d 6, D, + (D, - DIr,)
d5555
-d22 d26
-d
D21 -Drl d26  -d 66
-(d22 d66) -d24
Do, - D 9 = (d22 d66) d46
d24 -d46
-(d 2 4 
+ d6) -d23
d36
-d36
d14 -d4 -d d 3 -d 23
d46 2d36  rz
d45 - d36 d35
Observe the following equivalent expressions:
D,rr = Dr + D 2 r= Dr + Dr2
Dro = D10 +D 20 D, = D2 + D 2z
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For isotropic media, the material matrices are:
G=
Doo =.
Drr = { +2G
D,, 
.
D = D = {G Drz =Dr=
2 4
Do = Do = 1
D, = D, = T
D= = I
DrO +0  =
Dz +Dz =
G 2
S+ 2G
-2G
-2
2G
+G
A +G
-G
G}
2.
A+G
D 1 =D ={.
rl Ir.
-G
D, = D T =
2G
D 2, = D 2 =
S T =D
2 z - z2
Dr + Dzr =
{ .
2+(
2G
G
. A+G
DrI +D 2 r
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S+ 2G
D G
Dzz
G} S+ 2G}
k
-(A + 3G)
D 21 - Drl { -( + 2G) -G A{+3G
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APPENDIX II. - Layer Matrices
1. Preliminary definitions
h
a--
2rm
C 1c, = (14a 2
L =4 In +a
4a2 1-a
- 2a]
n +a 2a
1-a -4a 1 = (a) 2 L 2a
1 +a (1 )L
c2  -a2)L +4a 2 1-a
3 = 
(I -a)2 nl+a 2a+4a2 =(1-a)2L +
1-a 2a
For a linear expansion, the layer matrices are then
M =phr.{(2 -a)I I6 I (2 + a)I
A,= cDooA c2Do
c2 Doo
c3 DO
A h 2(D, + DO)
6 Do, + D,
A== mhr {(2S6
1 I D,o - Dor,B
o = -(DrO + Dor)
B r Drz - Dzr
2 -(Drz + Dr,)
- a)D,
Dzz
D& + D2o
2(D, + D9o)
D (2(2 + a)Dz
Dro + Dor
-(DrO - De,)
D, + Dz,
-(Dr - Dzr)J
+ c,(D.o - DIo )
c2(Doj - Dio)
c2(D.o - Dio)
c3 (Do1 - DIo)
arC - D, -(Dr - Dr)
6 -(D, - Dz,) Drz - Dr
arm 2(Dz - D z )
3 DZI - DIZ
rm DG= -Dr
h 
-D,
cI(DI, 
- D2 1)
c2(DrI - D 2 1 )
Dz - DIZ
2(DzI 
- D)
-(Dr, + Dr )
(DI, - D,r )T
C3(DrI - D21)
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D,, - D,,
Dir + Dr1
- D,,,1
-Drr +-1+2
2. Anisotropic case
In detail these matrices are
2-a
M= Phm
6 1
cjd 6 6  c1(
Cl1
Asym. =
sym.
2-a
2-a
1
* 1
2+a
2+a
2+a
d26 cld46 c2d66 c2d26
d22 Cd24 C2d26 2d22
cd44 c2d46  c2d24
c3d66  e3d26
c3d22
c2d 46
c2d24
2d44
c3d46
c3d24
c3d44
4d 56, 2(d 25 + d46) 2(d36 +d,4 ) 2d 56  d25 + d46
4d 24  2(d 23 +d44 ) d25 +d4 6  2d 24
h 4d 34  d36 + d45  d23 + d44A= 6 4d56  2(d 25 + d46)
4d24
sym.
(2 - a)d (2 - a)d 45 (2 - a)d35
(2 - a)d44 (2- a)d34,
hr, (2 - a)d 33A = 6
sym.
d 5 5
d45
d3 5
(2 + a)d5
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d36 + d45
d 23 + d 44
2d,4
2(d36 + d45)
2(d23 + d 44)
4d 34
d45
d44
d34
(2 + a)d45
(2 + a)d44
d35
d34
d33
(2 + a)d35
(2 + a)d34
(2 + a)d 33
d13 +d 55
d 36 +d 45
2d 35
6) 
-(d 1 3 -d 55)
-(d 36 -d 4 5 )
d14 -2d 24 - 3d56 d 13 - 2d 23 - d55
3d36 -d45
d4 
- 3d36
-d14 -4d 24 - 3d d 55 - d 3 - 4d 23
3d6 + d45
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Bo2
2
antisym.
antisym.
d 12 -d 66  d 4 -d d6  2d16  d 12 +d 66  dl4+d 56
d46 -d25 d2 + d66 2d 26  d25 + d46
d4 +d56  d25 +d46 2d45
d66 - dl2  d56 -d14
d25 
- d46
-c(d22 +d,) -cd24  - 2(d22 +d66) -c2d24
1d46 C2(d22 +d66) c2 46
c2d24 -c2d46
-C 3 (d 22 + d 66 ) -c 3d 24
C3d46
d14 -d 56 d13 -d 5 5  2d 15  d 14 +d 56
d 36 -d 45 dl4 +d 56  2d46
r d 13 +d 55  d 36 +d 45B-
z 2 = -(dl 4 - dS
antisym.
-d 14 -4d 24 - 3d6 d 55 - d 13 - 4d23
3d 36 +d 45  2d 24 + 3dm - d 14
+arm 2d23 + d55 - dl3
6
antisym.
c 11  dI6 d 15
d66  d56
r d55
h
sym.
-2d 2 d 6 -d 2 6
2d66
1
+-<
2
sym.
cd22 -cd26
dm.66
sym.
-dj1
-d16
-d15
-dE5
-d25
d56
-d16
-d 6 6
-d56
d16
d66
-dS 5
-d56
-d55
d15
d56
d55
-(dl 6 +d26)
-d 25
2d 2
d16 + d26 d25
-d5 6
d56
d26 -d 16  d25
-2d 66 -d5 6
c2d22 -c2d26
-c2d 26  c2d,6
C3d22  -c3d26
c3d
3. Transverse-isotropic and isotropic cases
The below equations are for the transverse isotropic case. If we change Ai and G, to A
and G, respectively, we obtain the expressions for the isotropic case.
cGt
A 09 = 2
"s C2G
c, ( + 2G)
cG
c2Gt
c3G
c2(2+ 2G)
c2(A + 2G)
c3(2 + 2G)
c2G
c2G
c 3G
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A h 2( + G)
62+G
S+ G
2(A +G)
SA+G
+G
2(A + G)
(2 - a)G,
Azz hr
6 G,
(2 - a)G
(2 - aXA + 2G)
(2 + a)G,
(2 + a)G
A+2G
-(At -Gt
1Bo =
2
-(At + G,
c1 (A +2G+G, )
c2 (A +2G+G,)
At 
-Gt
) ,t +G t
-(A t +G t )
) * t -Gt
-c i (+2G+G t )
c2 (2+2
-c 2 (2 +2G+G, )
Sc3 (A+2
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A +2G
(2 +aX2 +2G)
A+G
2(A +G)
, +Gt
-(At - Gt)
-c 2 ( + 2G+G, )
G+G )
-c 3 ( +2G+G,)
G+G,)
2, 
-Gt
Bz = rm-(t t)Z 2
,-(A, + G,)
arm 2, - G, + 42
6
-(At - Gt - 2A) -
2, + G
2, +G,
-(, - G,)
-(2, - G, - 22)
A2 - G, - 22
S2, - G, - 22
-(2, - G, + 42)
2, - G, + 42
2, + 2G,
G,
G = r G,
h
sym.
c,1(2 + 2G)- 2,
sym.
-(2, + 2G,)
2, + 2G,
c2( + 2G)
(c + 1)G,
c(2 + 2G) + ,
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cG
c2 Gt
(c3 - 1)Gt
-(A, - G, + 42)
